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Appendix A 

NRCS Texas Activities, Enhancements, and Practices 

With No Potential to Affect Historic Properties 

 

Updated: July 2022 

 

Pursuant to Stipulation V.a of the NRCS Texas Prototype Programmatic Agreement (PPA, 2015) with the 
Texas State Historic Preservation Office (TX-SHPO), and in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.3(a)(1) and 
NRCS A-3A75-2-64 3 G (Oct 2006), NRCS Texas has determined that the following NRCS “conservation 
activities, enhancements, scenarios, methods, treatments, and practices” (henceforth “actions,” but not 
to be confused with NEPA’s “actions”) constitute NHPA-defined “undertakings” (36 CFR Section 
800.16[y]) with little or no potential to affect historic properties and other cultural resource governed by 
a nexus of other applicable laws, executive orders, and policy. This determination has been made by 
consensus of NRCS Texas Cultural Resource Specialists (CRS) in discussion with various resource 
technical experts who were also cultural resource trained and appointed Zone Cultural Resource 
Coordinators, and the State Conservationist in consultation with the Texas State Historic Preservation 
Office. If an action is not listed as part of this Appendix and Part 1 or 2’s exemptions do not apply, then 
the action will not be considered exempted. Therefore, such a situation would warrant a cultural 
resource investigation is to be completed as directed by a CRS. Additionally, if an action is to be 
exempted from requiring Section 106 consultation with TX-SHPO in a future agreed on Historic Property 
Treatment Plan appendix of this PPA, then such a historic property when applicable is to be exempt 
from further consideration. Users of this Appendix is encouraged to review the Review (V) of the PPA 
and the PPA appendix regarding to future flow chart to simply knowing when to request assistance from 
a CRS. This Appendix A replaces the list of exempted practices referred to in the PPA, which originally 
directed the reader to a Texas-supplement to the NRCS National Cultural Resources Handbook. 

The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), in Section 1 Chapter 3003 Definitions Section 300320 (1-
4) of Public Law No. 89-665, as amended by Public law No. 96-515 (December 16, 2016) deems an 
“undertaking” any project, activity, or program (NRCS might varyingly call these conservation practices, 
enhancements, activities, programs, grants, scenarios, treatments, or methods) “funded in whole or in 
part under the direct or indirect jurisdiction of a Federal agency,” including: 

1. those carried out by or on behalf of a Federal agency;  
2. those carried out with Federal financial assistance;  
3. those requiring a Federal permit, license, or approval; and  
4. those subject to State or local regulation administered pursuant to a delegation or approval by a 

Federal agency. 

This is echoed in our National USDA-NRCS PPA and in our NRCS General Manual and Handbooks on 
cultural resources (NRCS GM 420-401.2 30; HB 190-601.10 D – I, 190-601.22 [1 and 3 i], 190-601.25 C). 
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Part 1 – NRCS Conservation Practice Coding Definitions and General Exemptions 

NRCS Texas categorizes below actions, or “undertakings,” in three ways. These definitions are based on 
the 2015 PPA’s former Appendix A’s attached State Supplement NRCS HB 420-TX401.21 A, which are 
later echoed in The NRCS Cultural Resource Handbook (NRCS HB 420-601.10 F [1-3], amend Oct 2018). 
Elsewhere in NRCS policy in accordance with NHPA 110f/Section 306108 acknowledges cultural resource 
consideration to also include indirect effects in addition to the more obvious direct effects (36 CFR 
800.16[i]. 36 CFR 800.5[a][1]; NRCS HB 190-601.25 C; NRCS HB 190-601.52 A i-ii; NRCS A-3A75-2-64 G; 
NRCS-SHPO PPA 2015). These coded practice categories are arranged in the succeeding parts of this 
appendix with justifications are provided for particulars in accordance with NRCS A-3A75-2-64 3. 
National Exemptions, Oct 2006. This description supersedes the Texas State supplement to NRCS HB 
420-601. 

• G – Ground or Site Disturbing: actions considered to have high potential to affect cultural 
resources when installed to standard NRCS criteria. Planners will request a cultural resource 
review for guidance from a CRS for a state file database check and for guidance on the 
appropriate course of action. Significant ground disturbance is typically associated with these 
practices but may not be limited to direct effects but may include high likelihood indirect 
effects.   

• PG – Potentially Ground or Site Disturbing: actions considered to have some potential to affect 
cultural resources depending on different contextual situations (e.g., prior disturbances, type of 
treatment/technique/method of action, potential for indirect effects on surrounding cultural 
resources, other cultural resource compliance considerations, scope of work, etc.). Planners will 
request a cultural resource review for a state file database check and guidance from a CRS on 
the appropriate course of action, and whether a particular proposed action constitutes coding 
as “G” or “NG.”  For example, one treatment method may be considered “G” because it would 
cause new ground disturbance or other affects to a cultural resource while another method may 
be considered “NG” because it would be non-intrusive and not pose any new ground 
disturbances or occurs on the surface without indirect effects.  

• NG – Non-Ground or Site Disturbing: actions not considered to have potential to affect cultural 
resources. No guidance from a CRS is necessary as this action is considered benign enough or 
even beneficial to preserving or stabilizing a cultural resource. No further cultural resource 
consideration required if exempted in this appendix. 

The above G, PG, and NG categories and below exemptions are primarily for work on private lands. All 
actions on non-private lands (e.g., Federal, State, or Tribal) which are not related to administrative, 
environmental land classification determination, non-binding advice, or surface-only data collection 
require the Planner (or other applicable NRCS Personnel) to submit a request for a cultural resource 
review from a CRS prior to issuing funds and beginning work until approval is received from the CRS. This 
is to ensure NRCS compliance with the applicable laws, government-to-government consultation, and 
necessary background research are conducted. A CRS will determine if the proposed activities on non-
private lands, despite their N/PG/G coding, goes through the appropriate channels for review and 
compliance with the nexus of cultural resource laws governing different types of landowners and 
different types of cultural resources of concern. 

Beside defining “undertaking” or actions here in this appendix, it bears briefly mentioning the types of 
ubiquitous but insignificant cultural materials exempted from further consideration. Ineligible historical 
properties are exempted from further consideration, but still necessitate a cultural resource background 
review to consider previously extents of investigation and the potential for yet discovered cultural 
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resources in the area. The following archaeological resources exempted from further Section 106 
consideration are detailed in Appendix C include those which:  

i. Fail to be considered a sacred place (under AIRFA, RFRA, Texas RFRA, NEPA, Executive Order 
13007) by religious practitioners; and 

ii. Fail to be considered a place of religious and cultural significance to a Federally-recognized Tribe 
(NHPA); and 

iii. Fail to be rock art or a cemetery/human burial site (Texas Antiquities Code, and Texas Healthy 
and Safety Code); and 

iv. Fail to be designated a National Historic Landmark or National Monument; and 
v. Fail to meet the NRCS Texas definitions of a precontact archaeological site definition; and 

vi. Fail to meet the NRCS Texas definitions of a historical archaeological site definition; or 
vii. Meets the NRCS Texas definitions of a non-site isolate and is not one of those described in i-iv.  

What follows is a continuation of discussing exemption categories and those lists of practices by the 
level of  

1. General National NRCS Exempted Actions which Have No Potential to Affect Historic 
Properties 
NRCS Texas has determined the following general practices have no potential to affect historic 
properties according to a Nationwide Programmatic Agreement between the Advisory Council 
for Historic Preservation; USDA-NRCS; and the National Conference of State Historic 
Preservation Officers (NRCS A-3A75-2-64 3. National Exemptions, Oct 2006) and further clarified 
in NRCS HB 190-601.10 E. Therefore, these actions require no further consultation with the TX-
SHPO under Section 106 of The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). Note the caveats 
among them, which is explained below and revisited in Part 2.  

A. Conservation Planning Advice or Technical Assistance These actions involve providing 
non-binding general conservation planning and technical assistance to its cooperators 
for identifying conservation practices to address specific resource concerns. Because 
this assistance is primarily focused on management and is completed in the office, or in 
the field; involves no financial assistance and NRCS holds no control of its 
implementation; assistance involves no obligatory ground disturbance activities, these 
actions have no potential to affect historic properties. Planning and technical assistance 
poses no further cultural resource concern. 

B. Technical Determinations These actions entail making empirical or factual findings and 
determinations of compliance or non-compliance from an office and involves no ground 
disturbance activities including, but not limited to Wetland Determinations, Highly 
Erodible Land Determinations, Prime and Unique Farmland Determinations, and the 
like. This exemption does not apply to those determinations, such as wetland 
determinations which are occasionally completed in the field utilizing a hand-dug test 
pit to identify redoximorphic features. Under such circumstances, Conservation Planners 
will see if such a proposed action is exempt by other exemptions in this Appendix, and if 
none apply, then submit a Cultural Resource Review request from a CRS. As necessary 
from the CRS’ recommendations, the Conservation Planners shift the location of test 
pits to avoid impacts to cultural resources.  

C. Analyses of Data This action involves analyses of data from technical determinations or 
resource inventories, including but not limited to Soil Survey, Plant Materials for 
Conservation recommendations, River basin Studies under Section 6 of P.L. 83-566.  

D. Development or Revision of Technical Standards and Specifications.  
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E. Information Gathering Activities These involve National Resource Inventory, Ecological 
Site Descriptions, Water Supply Forecasts, Wetlands Inventories, and other types and 
forms of non-intrusive resource data collection (do not involves subsurface 
disturbance). 

i. National Cooperative Soil Survey Program activities or limited geotechnical 
testing on private lands that involve no new ground disturbance or are limited 
to small-scale field investigations, such a small (between 2 3/4” to 1’ diameter- 
as to not exceed the horizontal dimensions/diameter of archaeological shovel 
test probes, and is not to be expected to be greater than the mining prospecting 
probes currently exempted in the Texas Antiquities Code), with a maximum 
depth of 200 cm or the lesser of a limiting layer. This scale of investigation may 
entail shovel holes, auger holes, probe holes, and core or sharpshooter holes 
which due to their limiting scale of effects do not require further cultural 
resource review. Among those conducting small-scale field investigations will 
have someone in attendance who is cultural resource training from a CRS.  

ii. New ground-disturbing soil survey activities on non-private lands or any larger-
scale field investigations, such as soil investigation pits or if heavy equipment 
(I.e., backhoes, tractors, excavators, etc.) will be used as part of the testing 
process, then the activities are considered to have potential to affect historic 
properties. An example of the scale of work from a soil investigation pit may 
involve the use of heavy equipment causing disturbances up to 3-4 feet wide, 
10+ feet long, and about 200 cm or until the lesser of a limiting layer, and in 
rectangular dimensions. Under circumstances, a request for a cultural resource 
review by a CRS will be necessary for seeking guidance on the appropriate 
course of action. 

F. Conservation Easement Purchases and Management Plans Those NRCS management 
activities for NRCS properties which do not call for structural modification or removal or 
ground disturbing activities. These also include the NRCS purchase of conservation or 
preservation easements where no subsequent round-disturbing activities are planned or 
foreseen. This exemption does not apply to transfer, lease, or sale of a property out of 
Federal ownership or control without adequate and legally enforceable restrictions or 
conditions to ensure long-term preservation of the property’s historic values (NHPA 
Section 306121-306122; NRCS HB 190-601.52 A i-ii; 190-601.31).  

2. General NRCS Texas Exempted Actions 
Here is discussed the rationale for additional listed exemptions from cultural resource 
consideration are drawn from State law and NRCS policy about certain circumstances an action 
must have to be considered to pose no adverse effect to historic properties or otherwise be 
exempted. This section is predominately for private lands, but may also apply on Texas state 
land if both i and ii are met: 

i. the Conservation Planner has submitted a review request to a CRS, and  
ii. the CRS during their background research and full cultural resource review has 

compared what they know about this proposed action, checked for known cultural 
resources in the area-of-potential effect, and agrees on the applicability of conditions of 
this Appendix’s Part 2, then a finding of no potential effect may be applied to this action.  

 
The National NRCS PPA (NRCS A-3A75-2-64 3 E and G) grants NRCS Texas the ability to develop a 
state-level agreement with the TX-SHPO which stipulates those local or regional exceptions; 
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special circumstances; or an action is considered to have no potential to affect National Register 
eligible properties. To simplify and apply the State’s rationale to what is considered to have 
potential to significantly affect historic properties, we borrow rationale from the Texas 
Antiquities Code (TAC). For example, The Texas Antiquities Code acknowledges that some 
practices either through scope and intensity or by nature have “little chance to damage 
archaeological sites, and therefore should not require notification” (Nature Resources Code, 
Title 9 Heritage, Chapter 191 Antiquities Code, Subchapter A General Provisions Sec. 191.0525 
d-e, hereafter referred to as TAC). However, this State law’s exemptions for advance project 
review and activity exemptions explicitly applies to State lands and their subsidiaries, thereby 
leaving NRCS to otherwise make comparatively extraneous efforts to consult about matters the 
State would not ordinarily concern itself. Through this agreement’s appendix we seek to also 
benefit from imitating aspects of the State’s own streamlining rationale for review and to find 
agreement which activities have little chance to damage archaeological sites.  
 
Similar to TAC’s rationale of using its own reviewers to consult its own State File Database on 
behalf of its own subsidiaries to see if a project would affect an archaeological site, an NRCS 
Texas Cultural Resource Specialist (CRS) will review internally for NRCS whether a proposed 
action on State lands may meet the exemptions of this Appendix and check the State File 
Database (i.e., Atlas). In doing so, the CRS will see if a State Antiquities Landmark; recorded 
archaeological/historic site with either undetermined eligibility, eligible, or NR-listed status; or 
cemetery/burial (in keeping with the Texas Health and Safety Code) will coincide with the Area 
of Potential Effect of an action or if it will be affected by proposed action.  If none of these types 
of cultural resources on State lands are affected, then the CRS will seek to the applicability of 
the Exemptions described throughout this Appendix. For situations on private land, Planners 
and CRS’ will follow the Review procedures of the PPA, which entail consulting the NG, PG, G 
status of proposed actions. A Planner should check Appendix A Part 2 first for any exemptions, 
then consult Part 1 of this Appendix for any applicability. Finding no applicable PG exemption 
stipulation or finding an action to be G, the Planner will request a CRS to review it and the CRS 
will check for exemption applicability and failing to one an exemption will conduct the necessary 
consultation with SHPO. State-sponsors or State-subsidiary applicants of NRCS programs and 
their contracted archaeologists, when authorized by the NRCS Texas State Conservationist 
through a NRCS Texas Cultural Resource Specialist, to conduct cultural resource identification 
studies due to a project being an “undertaking” may use exemptions of this Appendix as guided 
by the CRS. The contracted archaeologist’ communications to SHPO and report(s) must note 
NRCS-involvement and applicability of this Appendix under their discussion of authorities their 
investigation is conducted under. The following are Texas-specific general exemptions: 

A. Actions which do cause new ground disturbance, that is disturbance exceeding previous 
(human-made or non-human) depths of disturbance from similar or less than types of 
previous ground disturbing activities (cf. TAC Subch. A Sec. 191.0525 e 9; NRCS HB 190-
601.10 F 2). For example, this can include but not be limited to a soil horizon with 
slickensides, irrigation silt deposits, borrow pits, human dumped fill, previous bank 
stabilization fill, vegetal debris fill, bottom of steam channels, industrial or residential 
earthmoving or raised and level soil pads). 

B. Actions of repair or maintenance to non-structural or non-built environment features 
(e.g., linear features), which are: 

i. If dated as less than 50 yrs old on private lands or dated from 1955 up until the 
present and on State land (its basis is implied in THC’s Guidance For Studying 
Late 19th-Century And Early 20th-Century Site), and  
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ii. do not pose new ground disturbances. 
C. Actions of repair or maintenance to structural or built environmental features, which 

are: 
i. Modern features less than 45 years old on State lands or less than 50 years old 

on private land; or  
ii. modern features older than 45 years old on State land or older than 50 years old 

on private land; and 
iii. entail repairs, maintenance, and replacements in-kind; and 
iv. does not change its function and appearance; and 
v. does not cause new ground disturbance. 

D. Actions of replacement, repair, or maintenance to actively-used infrastructure (e.g., 
roads; culverts; dams; irrigation systems and sprinkler pivots; firebreaks; bridges; 
channel bank stabilization measures, such as rip rap; wells; livestock pipelines; stream-
crossings; which 

i. has been repeatedly modified within the last 45 years if on State land or the last 
50 years if on private land, 

ii. and will not pose new ground disturbance.  
E. Actions of management or administration, which do not pose changes to the usage, 

function, or aesthetics of facilities, structures, buildings, or other historic properties.  
F. Actions applied through aerial or chemical (e.g., herbicide) when in areas unlikely to 

affect archaeological sites, features, rock art, or traditional Native American plant 
gathering areas. 

G. Actions applied through (e.g., grazing or plant introduction) biological means. 
H. Actions applied by hand tools or applied manually to the surface and involve no new 

ground disturbance. 
I. Fences, once ruled out by a CRS as not occurring inside a recorded archaeological site, 

SAL, cemetery, or historic district. 
i. Unless it requires dozing or vegetation clearance (not done by hand or 

manually), 
ii. and lacks an existing trail or right-of-way on either side of a fence line, which 

would cause new ground disturbance. 
J. Prescribed burns / controlled burns, once ruled out by a CRS as  

i. not occurring inside a recorded archaeological site, SAL, cemetery, or historic 
district, 

ii. and the fuel loads and volatile plant materials will not cause a high-intensity fire,  
iii. and applies only to renewed or existing fire lines or those fire lines do not cause 

new ground disturbance. 
K. Animal grazing (i.e., prescribed grazing) 
L. Plowing or disking the soil at depths no greater than previous disturbances. 

i. Soil Survey testing no deeper than a meter deep and a foot wide, after 
confirming with a CRS from a cultural resource review that not occurring inside 
a recorded archaeological site, SAL, cemetery, or historic district. 

M. Water lines (e.g., livestock pipelines) laid on the surface that do not require excavation 
or other surface disturbance and after a cultural resource review by a CRS has 
determined that it will not cross known historic properties or previously recorded 
unevaluated, eligible, or listed historic properties. CRS will consider through background 
research or consultation if these above ground water lines pose a viewshed impediment 
to sacred places or other cultural resources and landscapes. 
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N. Installation of signs and markers, unless within known historic properties or as 
determined by a CRS to be in the viewshed of a sacred places or other cultural resources 
and landscapes. 

O. Acquiring easements, lands, leases, and other purchases. 
P. Actions which comprise a small footprint of new proposed ground disturbance within 

the following parameters. The use of this exemption requires a cultural resource review 
by a CRS to at least check the State file database, any available probability models, and 
scale and scope of the proposed actions. A CRS reserves the right to deny the use of this 
exemption if the CRS has cultural resource concerns, which are not satisfactorily ruled 
out by a field investigation according to the CRS. The following entail the following 
conditions which must be met for the CRS to apply this exemption. 

i. The project is not inside or affects any of the following resources: 
a.  a designated historic district, 
b.  recorded archaeological site with either undetermined eligibility, NRHP 

eligible, or NRHP-listed status,  
c. a State Antiquities Landmark, 
d. a precontact rock art site, or  
e. a cemetery,  

ii. and affects a cumulative surface area less than five acres or disturbs a 
cumulative area of less than 5,000 cubic yards, if any of these are triggered;  

iii. and if there is an available behavioral-based (PM) Texas Department of 
Transportation archaeological liability probability model for the APE 
predominately projects at least one of the following: 

i. Negligible potential (0) 
ii. Low potential (1) 

iii. Low-moderate potential (2) 
iv. Moderate potential (3),  

iv. or if the proposed action affects less than 1 meter deep and there is an available 
integrity-based (HPALM or PALM) Texas Department of Transportation 
archaeological liability probability model for the APE predominately projects at 
least one of the following: 

i. Negligible potential (0) 
ii. Low potential (1)  

iii. Low shallow potential, moderate deep potential (2) 
iv. Low shallow potential, high deep potential (3), 
v. Moderate shallow potential, low deep (4) 

vi. Moderate potential (5) 
vii. Moderate shallow potential, high deep (6)  

v. or if the proposed action affects more than 1 meter deep and an available 
integrity-based (HPALM or PALM) Texas Department of Transportation 
archaeological liability probability model for the APE predominately projects at 
least one of the following: 

i. Negligible potential (0) 
ii. Low potential (1) 

iii. Low shallow potential, moderate deep potential (2) 
iv. Moderate shallow potential, low deep (4) 
v. Moderate potential (5)  
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Part 2 – NRCS Conservation Practice List With Effects Codes (G, PG, NG) 

 
See table on pages 9-24. 



Updated: 7/21/2022 Part 2 - NRCS Conservation Practice List with Effects Codes (G, PG, NG) PPA Between NRCS Texas and Texas SHPO
Appendix A

Practice Name Practice 
Code

Proposed 
Effect Code

Practice Description Consideration of Effects and Stipulations

Access Road 560 G Entails staging area, grading and road shaping, 
ditches, stream crossings, culverts or bridges, 
seeding vegetation on berms.

Direct effects (Physical): ground disturbance. Grades normally should not exceed 10 percent except for short lengths. A maximum grade of 15 percent 
should only be exceeded if necessary for special uses such as field access roads or fire protection roads. The  minimum width of the roadbed for an all-
purpose road is 14 feet for one-way traffic and 20 feet for two-way traffic. The roadbed width includes a tread-width of 10 feet for one-way traffic or 16 
feet for two-way traffic and 2 feet of shoulder width on each side. Increase the two-way traffic width by a minimum of 4 feet for trailer traffic. Single-
purpose roads will have a minimum width of 10 feet with greater widths at curves and turnouts. Use vegetation or other measures to protect the 
shoulders from erosion. Use turnouts on single lane roads where vehicles travel in both directions on a limited basis. Design the turnout to accommodate 
the anticipated vehicle use. Provide a turnaround at the end of dead end roads. Size the turnaround for the anticipated vehicle type that will be using the 
road. Provide parking space as needed to keep vehicles from parking on the shoulder or other undesirable locations. Design all cuts and fills to have 
stable slopes that are a minimum of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical. For short lengths, rock areas, or very steep hillsides, steeper slopes may be permitted if 
soil conditions warrant and special stabilization measures are installed. Where possible, design slopes to a minimum of 4 horizontal to 1 vertical to 
improve establishment and maintenance of turf. Indirect effects (cumulative effects): potentially increased access to culturally sensitive areas. Run off 
erosion downslope is another indirect effect consideration. On a positive note, it may consolidate ground disturbance from future vehicular movements 
over the area, which might disturb cultural resources.

Agricultural Energy Management Plan - 
Written (AgEMP)

120 NG This is an analysis, or audit, of current farm 
infrastructure and management with 
recommendations about how to reduce energy 
consumption. These plans can be done for a variety 
of farm enterprises, for example a livestock 
production system, a field crop system, or specialized 
nonlivestock operations such as greenhouses, cold 
storage, and syrup production. The AgEMP considers 
all facets of energy use in an agricultural enterprise 
except the home and living quarters. 

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Amendments for Treatment of 
Agricultural Waste

591 PG Adding chemical or biological additives to manure, 
process wastewater, contaminated storm water run 
off, or other wastes to reduce adverse effects on 
air/water.  The additives covered by this practice are 
commonly used for phosphorus binding, ammonia 
suppression, odor control, and solids separation 
enhancement.

Direct effects: In areas where rock art may be expected to be encountered or where they are known to occur it is G, because it may pose effects to rock 
art in areas where rock art may be expected to be encountered or where they are known to occur. If work is proposed in areas where rock art is not 
expected to be encountered and where they are not known to occur, it is NG. Further information is needed to know if Sodium BisulfateNaHSO4 (91 - 
94%) Acidified ClayH2SO4 (40- 50%) and Fullers Earth (50- 60%) Dry AlumAl2(SO4)3 14H2O (98 – 100%) Acid + Liquid AlumH2SO4 (<10%); 
Al2(SO4)3 14H2O (>45%); and Water (>45%). Though the contexts of its application are places with heavy livestock manure and waste water, so it may 
be unlikely to introduce any new affects than what has happened to any hypothetical resources present - though the Antiquity Code's protection of rock 
art makes it worth considering. . 

Animal Mortality Facility (no) 316 G An on-farm facility (with roof, walls, support structures, 
and may also include an incinerator, gasifier, 
composter, refrigerator) for routine animal carcass 
storage, treatment, or disposal is needed. Critical area 
planting to revegetate any ground disturbance from 
construction.

Direct effects (Physical): Site preparation disturbance (1-1.5' disturbance depth) for construction, building footprint, staging area, grading and drainage 
construction, and revegetation. Examples of building footprint for the composter an addition of 2' horizontal/surface concrete slab around it and at least 
5" thick, plus a minimum of 3' perimeter of gravel around it and a thickness of 8".A minimum of 12' x12' horizontal/surface loading and exit area's 
concrete slabs Direct effects (Non-physical): While this practice standards already considers viewshed of activities and controlling water 
contamination. "Z" or height or visual impairment could pose its own visual indirect effect on a historic property. The details of this project stipulate the 
need to locate the facility so that prevailing winds and landscape elements minimize odors and protect visual resources, cultural landscapes, traditional 
cultural landscapes, and sacred places (AFRA, RFRA). There are additives to minimize the problem of odors from composting. CRS assistance should 
be sought to consider affects on the usage of cultural resource/landscape enjoyment. 

Aquaculture Pond 397 G A water impoundment constructed and managed for 
commercial production of fish and other aquaculture 
products.

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation/ new ground disturbance.

Bedding 310 G This involves forming the surface of flat, poorly 
drained land into a series of parallel ridges and 
furrows. The practice is used to create a warm, dry 
planting bed for establishment of vegetation. The 
ridges and furrows minimize ponding, provide 
gradients for removing excess water, permit efficient 
operation of equipment, and help eliminate mosquito 
production.

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation

USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer, and lender. 9
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Practice Name Practice 
Code

Proposed 
Effect Code

Practice Description Consideration of Effects and Stipulations

Brush Management (ac) 314 PG Involves the removal, reduction, or manipulation of 
woody (non-herbaceous or succulent) plants is 
desired to shape plant community composition, 
structure, and function to support resilience. This is 
not accomphlished by the means of fire or land 
clearing; rather, it takes the form of one of the 
following forms: mechanical; biological/grazing; or 
chemical/herbicide spray. 

NRCS already considers this practice's potential to effect soil erosion and downslope erosion, and habitats to wildlife and those federally listed or state 
listed endangered or threatened plants or animals are already considered, and seeks to encourage the least ground disturbances approaches; therefore 
foreseeable/indirect effects are not redundantly discussed here. There are various kinds of brush management techniques available and there is 
potential for ground disturbance of below-ground tangible cultural resource concerns; above-ground tangible cultural resource concerns, such a rock art 
or other surface archaeological finds; and above-ground or living intangible cultural resource concerns. Biological/ grazing versions of this practice are 
NG. Direct effects (Physical): Only certain mechanical approaches are expected to have potential to cause adverse effects to historic properties. Each 
method is listed below and whether it is considered G, PG, or NG: Axes & girdle are NG; dragging are PG; mowing is NG; root plow (>18" disturbance 
depth) are G; cable involving pulling surface vegetation out of the ground is G; excavator (14-18" disturbance depth, possibly deeper in larger plants) is 
G; power grub (excavator) (14-18" disturbance depth, possibly deeper in larger plants) is G; saw is NG; chain involving pulling vegetation from the 
ground is G; hand grubbing is NG; railing; shred; deep plow (>18"  disturbance depth) is G; offset plow (14-18"  disturbance depth) is G; roller chop 
(large bladed cylinder, filled with water for extra eight usually, and pulled by dozer) is NG; tree doze (<18"  disturbance depth) is G (dozing/ skid steer); 
disking (<18" disturbance depth); chop is NG; hydro-axe is NG; rome plow is G; tree shear (shearing blade either angled or v-shaped mounted on a 
dozer that cuts, shears, or shatters trees and stumped at the ground line) is NG.  Indirect effects: It is possible that a chemical herbicide may impact the 
intangible cultural heritage use of certain plant species if a part of a traditional cultural place or other cultural landscape in which culturally significant 
species are harvested. Chemical / herbicide is NG if it poses little to no toxicity (e.g., no effects on edibility of traditional gathering/hunting grounds); and 
does not affect a mature old-growth forest (e.g., affecting Comanche Marker trees); and does not occur in an area known to have rock art or if it does 
occur in an area known to have rock art but is not labeled corrosive, or if the chemical is labeled corrosive and a field investigation finds no rock art in 
the area of potential effect. This practice is PG until checked by CRS to see if it occurs in areas known to not have rock art (in such a case it would NG) 
and is proposed in an area not known to have served as a traditional cultural places or Native American plant gathering ground or if the known spray 
does not contain corrosive properties. 

Brush management to improve wildlife 
habitat

E314A PG See Brush Management See Brush Management

Clearing and Snagging 326 PG Removal of vegetation along the bank (clearing) 
and/or selective removal of snags, drifts, or other 
obstructions (snagging) from natural or improved 
channels and streams.

Direct effects (Physical):  New depths of ground disturbance from heavy equipment use and staging area. Temporary denuding of vegetation if not 
mowed or entailed hand-removal. Excavation for vegetal debris disposal on-site, though off-site or mulching/burning is more likely. Methods which meet 
all of the following are NG: methods which do not pose new depths of ground disturbance from excavation of silt fill accumulations, hypothetical channel 
ramp cutting/grading a bank, or entail any excavation for disposing of vegetal debris on-site; do not involve heavy equipment use or removal of the 
bank's growing vegetation is NG. The act of removing recent storm event/flooding silt deposits, snags, or vegetal debris is NG, but attention to its 
methods are essential. Vegetation debris or silt removal via barge are NG. If heavy equipment is used but only staging area activities pose any potential 
for new ground disturbance or threats from compaction, then heavy equipment staging areas may be NG if heavy use  or construction-related protective 
mats are used throughout their extent. Actions not meeting NG conditions will be considered G.

Clipping mature forages to set back 
vegetative growth for improved forage 
quality

E528O NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Close structures to capture and retain 
rainfall for waterfowl and wading bird 
winter habitat

E646A PG See Shallow Water Development And Management See Shallow Water Development And Management

Closure of Waste Impoundments (no) 360 PG The closure of waste impoundments
(treatment lagoons and liquid storage
facilities), that are no longer used for their
intended purpose, in an environmentally
safe manner. The contexts of these facilities which 
would be closed include liquid/dry waste storage or 
treatment facilities, confined animal housing, feedlots, 
livestock yards, and animal mortality or composting 
facilities.

All structures used to convey waste to waste impoundments or to provide drainage from the impoundment area shall be removed and replaced with 
compacted earth material or otherwise rendered unable to convey waste. Liquid and slurry wastes shall be agitated and pumped to the extent 
conventional pumping will allow. Clean water shall be added as necessary to facilitate the agitation and pumping. The wastewater shall be utilized in 
accordance with NRCS Conservation Practice Standard, Waste Utilization, Code 633. The sludge remaining on the bottom and sides of the waste 
treatment lagoon or waste storage facility may remain in place if it will not pose a threat to the environment. If leaving the sludge in place would pose a 
threat, it shall be removed to the fullest extent practical and utilized in accordance with NRCS Conservation Practice Standard, Waste Utilization, Code 
633. After any necessary manipulation of embankments and layering with impermeable clay, it would revegetated and may include installing some hay 
bales or silt fences to control potential water erosion of these protective caps or closure activities. Direct effects (Physical): Excavation associated with 
demolishing earthen embankments or the construction of new ones are G. Non-excavation or activities which would not pose new depths of ground 
disturbance are NG.
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Comprehensive Nutrient Management 
Plan

102 NG This plan contains records of the current
activities on a livestock operation, an evaluation
of the existing environmental risks, and
proposals to reduce the risk of negative impacts
to the environment. This plan is a pre-requisite to 
providing financial assistance on any practice related 
to the storage, management, or field application of 
agricultural wastes. The plan addresses erosion 
control plan for the fields that receive manure; 
reducing odors associated with the storage and 
application of wastes; documents all crop nutrient 
needs, soil test results, and
application of all nutrients (including manure)
to the fields; and a strategy to export
manure in cases of insufficient available land for 
manure spreading.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Conservation Cover (ac) 327 NG Re-vegetates with seeds or bulbs in bare areas and to 
prevent soil erosion. Native species which grow close 
to the ground are favored.

Seeding may be accomplished through hand broadcast, cultipacking broadcast, no-till drill, which should not pose any ground disturbance. Though 
drilling with double disks or sprigging machines may have a deeper disturbance and could cause 4-6" ground disturbance. Though, it is more likely it will 
be 1/2 inch disturbance. Since this practice happens only in previously tilled crop-land, it should not pose new disturbances. 

Conservation cover for pollinators and 
beneficial insects

E327A NG See Conservation Cover see Conservation Cover

Conservation Crop Rotation (ac) 328 NG This practice may be applied as part of a conservation 
management system to support one of the following: 
reduce sheet and rill erosion; reduce soil erosion from 
wind; maintain or improve soil organic matter content; 
manage the balance of plant nutrients; improve water 
use efficiency; manage plant pests (weeds, insects, 
and disease); provide food for domestic livestock; and 
provide food and cover wildlife. 

No potential to affect cultural resources. Continues planting in an existing crop field.

Constructed Wetland 656 G An artificial ecosystem with hydrophytic vegetation for 
water treatment. 

Direct effects (Physical):  Similar to the Pond practice, it causes significant ground disturbance from creating embankments and outlet control structure.

Contour Farming (ac) 330 NG Narrow strips of permanent, herbaceous vegetative 
cover established around the hill slope, and alternated 
down the slope with wider cropped strips that are 
farmed on the contour.

No potential to affect cultural resources. Planting in already inside existing croplands which have been tilled and terraced. 

Controlled Traffic Farming 334 NG Constrains all high load wheel/track traffic from farm 
equipment to specific lanes or tramlines (traffic 
pattern) in crop field year after year.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Cover Crop (ac) 340 NG Crops including grasses, legume, and forbs for 
seasonal cover and other conservation purposes.

No potential to affect cultural resources. Continues planting in an existing crop field.

Creating structural diversity with patch 
openings

E666K PG See Forest Stand Improvement See Forest Stand Improvement

Critical Area Planting (ac) 342 PG Involves the placement of  lime, fertilizer, compost, 
and mulch with seeds to cause vegetation to grow 
and stabilize significantly eroded surfaces in ways 
that other techniques would fail. Grading or earth 
shaping may be necessary

Direct effects (Physical):  If either the practice occurs in non-previously tilled cropland or the treatment calls for grading or other earthmoving/removal 
for shaping the banks prior to other treatment, then this would constitute new ground disturbance and is G. If the treatment occurs within a previously 
tilled cropland or does not involve grading or other earthmoving/removal for shaping the banks prior to other treatment, then it is NG.

Dam 402 G An artificial barrier that can impound water for one or 
more beneficial purposes.

Direct effects (Physical):  Involves earthmoving to create embankments which will cause significant ground disturbance and inundation that can directly 
or indirectly damage buried archaeological resources through water erosion.

Dike 356 G A berm or ridge, or ridge and channel combination of 
compacted soil to channel water to a desired location 
or away form an undesired location.

Direct effects (Physical):  Involves earthmoving or grading to create embankments or ditches which will cause significant ground disturbance and 
inundation that can directly or indirectly damage buried archaeological resources through water erosion.
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Diversion (ft) 362 G A channel constructed across the slope with a 
supporting ridge on the lower side. 

Direct effects (Physical):  Involves earthmoving or grading to create embankments or ditches which will cause significant ground disturbance and 
inundation that can directly or indirectly damage buried archaeological resources through water erosion.

Early Successional Habitat 
Development/Mgt. (ac)

647 PG Manage plant succession to develop and maintain 
early successional habitat to benefit desired wildlife 
and/or natural communities. To provide habitat for 
species requiring early successional habitat for all or 
part of their life cycle.

If this is only a plan, binding or not, with out any additional conservation practices nor advocating for causing new ground disturbance, then this is NG. If 
this is a plan which proposes separate conservation practices, the plan itself is NG but the proposed seperate conservation practices must have their 
individual G/PG/NG codes considered. If this practice advocates for disking and it would pose new greater depth of disturbance than previously inflicted, 
then it is G. If the practice advocates for disking and it would not pose new depths of disturbance than previously inflicted, then it is NG. If the practice 
advocates for mowing and no other new ground disturbing depths it is NG. 

Eliminate use of chemical treatments 
to control pests and to increase the 
presence of dung beetles

E595E NG See Pest Management Conservation System See Pest Management Conservation System

Emergency Animal Mortality 
Management

368 PG Involves digging a pit/trench to bury onsite mass 
carcasses of farm animals as a result of an 
emergency for public health and property (biosecurity 
issues of infecting livestock).

Direct effects (Physical): Advice or assistance for proposing a new significant ground disturbance by excavating a pit/trench it is PG. Prior to an 
emergency, these new proposed pits or open-air burn pits are G. In the immediate wake (within 10 days) of a disaster/ emergency, these new proposed 
pits or open-burn pits are NG. Conservation planner will request a cultural resource review from a CRS (in situations prior to an emergency), who,  in the 
field will inspect the proposed burial pit/trench and visually inspect the ground for cultural resources and will avoid any cultural resources prior to 
determining the site of a new pits/trenches. In a situation that is in the wake of an emergency, a Conservation Planner will still inspect the ground for 
cultural resources prior to determining the pit/trench site. The use of existing composting, incinerators or gasifiers, use of temporary mortality storage 
with refrigeration units, offsite disposal, transportation, rendering, and land fill technical assistance are NG.  

Energy Efficient Building Envelope 
(no)

672 PG A boundary between a conditioned space and an 
unconditioned space that meets or exceeds best 
practices for energy efficiency. A "conditioned space" 
is indicative of climate control and can take the form 
of a sealings to prevent air leakage, insulation, 
windows, doors, greenhouse energy screen, livestock 
curtain, energy screen, or control systems. 

A building envelope or boundary may include walls, doors, windows, roof or ceiling, and foundation or floor of a building. This practice does not apply to 
residential spaces or buildings. This practice applies to any partially or fully conditioned agricultural building or space. A partially conditioned space is a 
building or space using both mechanical ventilation and natural ventilation. Ventilation systems can be used individually or at the same time. Examples 
include curtain-sided poultry broiler or swine finishing houses, and dairy milking parlors, among others. A fully conditioned space is a building or space 
using fans, heaters, or other mechanical devices for year-round conditioning of the space. Mechanically ventilated systems can be negative, positive, or 
neutral pressure. Examples include fully ventilated poultry layer houses or swine farrowing rooms, and milk storage rooms, among others. Direct effects 
(Physical): replacement of or alteration of the feel or workmanship which may compromise contributing elements to a historic property structure. If 
structure is greater than 45 yards old and the alterations are visible from the inside or outside the structure by a viewer, it is G and needs a cultural 
resource review submitted to a CRS. If the structure is less than 45 yrs. old, it is NG. If the structure is greater than 45 years old, but the alterations 
would not be visible from the inside or outside (e.g., sealing around a window or ceiling crawl space insulation) then it is NG. If the date of the structure is 
unknown and the landowner does not know, submit a cultural resource review request along with photographs of the building from different angles, 
including the corners and pictures of any nails and the physical address of the structure's property. These practices, despite their potential to alter the 
appearance of a historic structure, should also preserve the structure by ensuring climate control and prevention of easy access for vermin.  

Energy Efficient Lighting System (no) 670 PG An agricultural lighting system with increased energy 
efficiency. Would cause changes to a lighting system 
may include luminaires (lamps, ballasts, and housing), 
controls, and wiring as appropriate. 

Direct effects (Physical): replacement of or alteration of the workmanship or contributing elements to a historic property structure. Alterations for the 
historic feeling of lighting and fixtures may affect the feel or setting of a historic property. If structure is greater than 45 yards old and the alterations to 
lamps, ballasts, housing, or changes to the bulb's general color or mood of light are visible from the inside or outside the structure by a viewer, it is G 
and needs a cultural resource review submitted to a CRS. If the structure is less than 45 yrs. old, it is NG. If the structure is greater than 45 years old, 
but the alterations to wiring, lamps, ballasts, housing, or changes to bulb's general color or mood of light would not be visible from the inside or outside 
then it is NG. If the date of the structure is unknown and the landowner does not know, submit a cultural resource review request along with photographs 
of the building from different angles, including the corners and pictures of any nails and the physical address of the structure's property. These practices, 
despite their potential to alter the appearance of a historic structure, with an update may make the structure safer from a fire that would be otherwise 
caused by antiquated wiring or hot lighting/heating elements. 

Extend retention of captured rainfall 
for migratory waterfowl and wading 
bird late winter habitat

E646B PG See Shallow Water Development And Management See Shallow Water Development And Management

Farmstead Energy Improvement (no) 374 PG Installing, replacing, or retrofitting agricultural 
equipment systems and/ or related components or 
devices which results in on-form and/or off-site 
reduction in actual or potential emission of 
greenhouse gases. Reduces net greenhouse gas 
emissions from agricultural systems or components by 
implementing the recommendations from on-site 
energy audits. 

Direct effects (Physical): Changes to or alteration or changes to the workmanship which may compromise contributing elements to a historic property 
structure. Direct effects (Non-physical):Changes to the feel, setting which may compromise contributing elements to a historic property structure. 
Request a cultural resource review request from a CRS for guidance on the appropriate course of action. Repairs or replacements in-kind or affected 
structures that less than 45 yrs. old are NG. 
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Fence (ft) 382 PG The installation or reinstallation or repair of fences, 
and their attendant braces, line posts, horizontal, 
anchor posts, corner or end posts, gates, or stream 
crossing. Fences may be permanent or temporary; 
barbed; high tensile; woven/net; electric; standard/non-
electric (t-post, wood, steel pipe); and may be a 
boundary fence, cross-fence (most frequently), or an 
exclusion fence (in sensitive areas).

The disturbance depth on posts is dependent on whether they are cemented or not, as well as, the soil types. Direct effects (Physical): In situations 
where steer skidding to remove encroaching vegetation on either side of the fence line about 10' for allowing vehicles to pass or keeping vegetation 
clear of the fence. This may pose new ground disturbance, albeit it will likely occur along a previous right-of-way and fence. Installing new posts, braces, 
gates, and stream crossing devices may pose new but minor ground disturbance no wider than 1' in diameter and between 1-3' disturbance depth from 
auguring or up to 5' disturbance depth from driven posts- which is not much greater than the disturbance from archaeological shovel test probes. In 
areas with shallow soil, fence post holes may be bored into bedrock. Direct effects (Non-physical): Alteration to historic fences which are contributing 
to the eligibility of the historic property, or if the fence occurs within a historic-period historic property and is within the viewshed of a public road at least 
to some degree. Exemptions / NG by sub-practice / variety: Fence repairs/ maintenance. Other exempted fences must meet all the following: Fences 
which are not part of a historic property or affecting any recorded arcaheological site; a field review by trained field personnel reports no rock art or burial 
indicators observed; if inside a historic-period associated historic property and the fence is completely absent from the viewshed of a public road; and 
proposed work will not cause new constructions or modifications of associated right-of-ways, roads, or fire breaks to depths greater than before. 

Field Border (ft) 386 NG A strip of permanent vegetation established at the 
edge or around the perimeter of a field. The minimum 
width of vegetation row will be 30 ft wide. Chemical 
and manure additives may be included in 
grass/ground covering seeding activities. 

No potential to affect cultural resources. Surface or near surface work in an existing crop field context.

Filter Strip (ac) 393 NG A strip or area of herbaceous vegetation that removes 
contaminants from overland flow.

No potential to affect cultural resources. Surface or near surface work in an existing crop field context.

Firebreak (ft) 394 PG May involve digging narrow fire lines/ditches which 
may be temporary or permanent denuding of 
vegetation to retard the spread of wildfire and to 
contain prescribe burns. These often are combined 
with existing fire barriers like streams, lakes, ponds, 
rock cliffs, roads, field borders, skid trails, landings, 
drainage canals, railroads, utility right-of-ways, 
cultivated land, ridge crests, valley bottoms, or use or 
refresh existing firebreaks to the same previous 
depth.

Direct effects (Physical): May involve causing new ground disturbance via grading or disking (G); refreshing previous firebreaks without causing new 
depths of disturbance (NG); mowing (NG); or planning on using all existing natural or existing nonflammable man-made fire barriers (NG). The width of 
the fireline can range from 1-30' wide and if graded or tilled can be disturbed between 1-1.5' deep. The width is at least 10x the height of the crown 
canopy of the vegetation.

Fishpond Management 399 NG Managing impounded water for the production of fish 
or other aquatic organisms.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Forage Harvest Management (ac) 511 NG The timely cutting and removal of forages from the 
field as hay, green chop, or ensilage.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Forest Stand Improvement (ac) 666 PG Manipulation of species composition, stand structure 
and stocking, by cutting or killing select trees and 
understory vegetation. This can mean clear-cutting, 
group selection/patch/block/strip clearcut logging, 
selective logging, thinning, or herbicide. Followed by 
replanting.

Direct effects (Physical): Mechanical heavy equipment like a dozer in logging may disturb up to 1' deep would be considered "G." Mulcher, chopper, 
mower, or other above-ground hand tools methods are NG. Chemical methods of dispersal in places not known to have rock art is NG  they might have 
a corrosive or dye effect on rock art and is proposed in an area known to contain rock art.  Other considerations include the direction of felling of trees 
would need to avoid surface historic properties. May affect (Comanche) culturally-modified trees.If the stand is not an old-growth plant community being 
targeted and there are no other activities mentioned above that may make it G, then it is NG. If the targeted plant community is an old-growth plant 
community, then submit a cultural resource review to a CRS for the appropriate course of action. The CRS will see if it is in an area with potential for 
Comache Marker Trees and may recommend a field inspection of scarred or bent trees. If such a resulting field inspection results in negative finds, then 
it is NG. If herbicides are used, consideration of traditional cultural places and Native American plant gathering areas should be considered. Often 
occurs in an area previously clear-cut/logged repeatedly.

Forest Trails and Landings (ac) 655 PG A temporary or infrequently used route, path or 
cleared area. Trails and landings including ski trails 
are applicable on forest land. They typically connect 
to an access road.

Direct effects (Physical): This practice may cause new ground disturbance from subsurface vegetation removal methods. It may also affect culturally 
modified trees in an areas known to have them, such as Comanche Marker Trees if in an old-growth stand. However, this practice is likely to be used in 
frequently timber-harvested areas. This practice may maintain use of a historic trail or permit access to cultural resources, landscapes, or even 
cemeteries. If vegetation removal maintains existing trails; roads or does not pose new ground disturbance; and does not affect old-growth forest stands 
it is NG. If the activities involve causing new ground disturbance or may affect an old-growth forest stand, submit a cultural resource review to a CRS. A 
CRS will consider the proposed practices' depth of disturbance, prior depth of disturbance, previously recorded cultural resources, and whether the 
proposed work (if in an old-growth forest stand) is in an area with potential to affect culturally-modified trees. If the CRS finds that it will not pose new 
ground disturbance and rules out concerns about culturally-modified trees (with a field investigation) and finds none, then it is NG. Otherwise, this 
practice is G.
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Fuel Break (ac) 383 PG A strip or block of land on which the vegetation, 
debris, and detritus have been reduced and/or 
modified to control or diminish the risk of the spread 
of fire crossing the strip or block of land. The 
minimum width will be 66 feet and the maximum width 
will be 660 feet. Includes a plan to keep the 
vegetation from regrowing higher than 1.5 ft or less in 
the future to prevent risk of fire spread across it.

Direct effects (Physical): Ground disturbance from vegetation removal or clear-cutting, which are subsequently put into slash piles for burning, and 
subsequent chemical or biological treatment. Using mechanical heavy equipment like a dozer in logging may disturb up to 1' deep would be considered 
"G." Mulcher, chopper, or mower is NG. Biological methods are NG. Chemical methods of dispersal in places not known to have rock art is NG  they 
might have a corrosive or dye effect on rock art and is proposed in an area known to contain rock art.  Other considerations include the direction of 
felling of trees would need to avoid surface historic properties. May affect (Comanche) culturally-modified trees. If the stand is not an old-growth plant 
community being targeted and a CRS rules out there are no other activities mentioned above that may make it G, then it is NG. If the targeted plant 
community is an old-growth plant community, then submit a cultural resource review to a CRS for the appropriate course of action. The CRS will see if it 
is in an area with potential for Comanche Marker Trees and may recommend a field inspection of scarred or bent trees. If such a resulting field 
inspection results in negative finds, then it is NG. If herbicides are used, consideration of traditional cultural places and Native American plant gathering 
areas should be considered. Often occurs in an area previously clear-cut/logged repeatedly. 

Grade Stabilization Structure (no) 410 PG A structure used to control the grade and head cutting 
in natural or artificial channels. There is a wide-range 
of alternative types involving excavating and 
depositing earth fill or installing structures. Structures 
can consist of rock, concrete, or metal. Some 
alternative methods involve the use of cattle panel 
structures, treated wood, geotextiles, or large precast 
concrete blocks. 

Direct effects (Physical):Usually involves grading or cutting back portions of degraded channel banks and laying rip rap or gabion cages, or installing 
steel sheet piles. May involve pond-sized dams, full-flow open structures, embankments, island-type structures, side-inlet, open-weir, embankment 
dams, or pipe-drop drainage structure, mowing, and revegetation. Compaction from heavy-equipment. Dumping rip-rap, rock, concrete rock, or 
depositing gabion cages without new ground-disturbance is NG. Re-excavation of a long-history of channel repairs, excavating through previous fill, or 
built-up /designed channel or occur along a channel without causing greater depth of disturbance than before is NG. This practice can actually preserve 
nearby sites from severe water erosion. 

Grassed Waterway (ac) 412 G Involves a shaped or graded shallow  channel that is 
established with suitable vegetation to convey water 
at a nonerosive speed to a stable outlet to prevent 
gullying from runoff; flooding; or even improve water 
quality. 

Direct effects (Physical): Site preparation of vegetation removal may occur causing as much as 1.5' depth of disturbance. Then 0.5-8' disturbance 
depth from earthsmoothing or shaping channel and its banks and replanting vegetation .5-1' disturbance depth. The re-vegetation may involve using 
mulch; nurse crop;
rock, straw, hide-a-bales, or hay bale dikes; fabric or rock checks; filter fences; or runoff diversion to
protect the vegetation until it is established. Planting a close-growing crop (e.g., small grains or grasses)
on the contributing watershed prior to construction of the grassed waterway can also significantly reduce
the flow through the waterway during establishment. Often occurs in cropland with prior disturbances.

Grazing Land Mechanical Treatment 
(ac)

548 PG Modifying physical soil and/or plant conditions with 
mechanical tools by treatments such as pitting, 
contour furrowing; and chiseling, ripping, or 
subsoiling. 

Direct effects (Physical): This has potential to pose new ground disturbance if outside a crop field context, such as undisturbed rangeland. Methods 
which will pose new depths of ground disturbance will be G, but methods which would not pose a new depth of disturbance is NG. Contour Furrowing: 
Minimum depth of furrows will be three inches. Minimum width of furrows will be six inches. The horizontal interval should not exceed 10 feet on slopes 
of 10% or less. On slopes greater than 10%, restrict spacing to no more than 1.0 foot of vertical interval. Horizontal interval should be decreased as 
average rainfall increases. Renovation by Ripping, Chiseling, Disking or Other Means: Depth of the ripping operation should be determined by finding 
the depth of the most restrictive soil layer. The minimum depth of any operation should be 4 to 6 inches for disking and 6 to 10 inches for ripping. On 
shallower soils, the majority of the A and B horizons would be fractured. Extremely rocky soils would not be ripped. 

Grazing management for improving 
quantity and quality of food or cover 
and shelter for wildlife

E528D NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Grazing management that protects 
sensitive areas from gully erosion

E528M NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Grazing management that protects 
sensitive areas -surface or ground 
water from nutrients

E528I NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Heavy Use Area Protection (ac) 561 G Stablizing or protecting intensively used areas from 
soil erosion and improve water quality from animal or 
vehicular use. 

Direct effects (Physical): Methods use depend on whether it is for vehicles or livestock. 1' depth of disturbance from leveling or foundation construction 
and laid over with gravel, crushed stone, other suitable material, geotextile, or a combination of materials. Surface treatment may involve concrete 
structures (e.g., concrete apron around a water trough for cattle), bituminous concrete pavement, or other cementitious materials like soil cement, 
agricultural lime, roller-compacted concrete, and coal combustion byproducts. May involve apply mulch and re-vegetation with grass species. 
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Herbaceous Weed Treatment (ac) 315 PG The removal of herbaceous weeds including invasive, 
noxious, and other prohibited plants through chemical 
or biological (introduced native species of plants or by 
grazing) means.

There is no ground disturbance associated with this practice. Biological methods are NG. Direct effects (Physical): Corrosivity to rock art protected by 
State law and impacts to intangible cultural heritage, such as culturally significant natural resources and the edibility of species or drinkability of water 
important to traditional cultural places and cultural landscapes. If a chemical is not labeled as corrosive and poses little to no toxicity to other plant and 
animal life, then it is NG. If the chemical is labeled corrosive then it is PG and needs review by CRS to see if it occurs in areas known to not have rock 
art (in such a case it would NG). A CRS will also determine if the affect area is known to have served as a traditional cultural places or Native American 
plant gathering ground; and once a field inspection ensures no rock art in the area of potential effect, once these concerns are ruled out then it is NG. If 
no rock art in the area is anticipated by the CRS and the treatment poses little to no potential to affect the toxicity to water drinkability, plant, or animal 
consumption in or around the area of potential effect, then it is NG. If the treatment occurs in an area with potential or known to possess to rock art and 
a field investigation rules out the presence of rock art and a CRS rules out intangible cultural heritage conerns, then it is NG. If chemical corrosive or 
poses toxicity concerns, and a field investigation finds rock art in the area of potential effect or if a CRS raises intangible cultural heritage concerns, then 
it is G. 

Herbaceous weed treatment to create 
plant communities consistent with the 
ecological site

E315A PG see Herbaceous Weed Treatment see Herbaceous Weed Treatment

High Tunnel System (ft) 325 G These are essentially greenhouses. Involves an 
enclosed polyethylene, polycarbonate, plastic, or 
fabric covered structure that is used to cover and 
protect crops from sun, wind, excessive rainfall, or 
cold, to extend the growing season. May contain 
raised growing beds.

Direct effects (Physical): The pouring of a concrete pad/foundation and installing posts which may involve excavation disturbance depth at least 18" to 
a maximum of 3' (at the post locations) and width shall not exceed 32'. The size of the holes are not expected to exceed dimensions of an 
archaeological test shovel probe. Direct effects (Non-physical): This roofed structure will be at least as high as 6' at its peak which means there may 
be viewshed considerations to historic properties. These are usually small structures and occur in residential or cropland contexts with prior tillage. 

Hillside Ditch 423 G A channel that has a supporting ridge on the lower 
side, constructed across the slope at defined gradient
and horizontal or vertical interval, with or without a 
vegetative barrier.

Direct effects (Physical): excavation of ditches and installation of outlets. An outlet may be a grade control structure, a natural or constructed 
waterway, a stable watercourse, or a stable disposal area such as a well established pasture. 

Improved grazing management for 
enhanced plant structure and 
composition for wildlife

E528E NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Improved grazing management 
through monitoring activities

E528N NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Improving nutrient uptake efficiency 
and reducing risk of nutrient losses

E590A NG See Nutrient Management No potential to affect cultural resources.

Incorporating wildlife refuge areas in 
contingency plans for wildlife.

E528C NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Increase diversity in pine plantation 
monocultures

E666Q PG See Forest Stand Improvement See Forest Stand Improvement

Irrigation Ditch Lining 428 PG An irrigation ditch, canal, or lateral is liend with an 
impervious (concrete, steel nonferrous metal, 
geosynthetic and semirigid formed plastic) material or 
a chemical treatment. 

Direct effects (Physical): Have a cultural resource review request submitted to CRS to check if it will affect a contributing element, such as 
workmanship, setting, feel, aesthetic, to an eligible or National Register of Historic Places district's irrigation ditch, canal, or lateral.

Irrigation Land Leveling (ac) 464 PG The grading or leveling of the land for promoting 
efficient and uniform distribution of irrigation water.

Direct effects (Physical): Bulldozing/earthscraping to level the land by its nature is ground-disturbing; however this practice primarily in contexts where 
the irrigated cropfield has repeated performed to the same or similar degree for decades or even centuries to allow irrigation run off to be gravity-fed 
across a field. The topsoil is sediment being removed, not "virgin" ground. It entails a field where silt deposits from the irrigation water has been 
deposited across the field during watering  and causes subseqent water to be unevenly disturbed as silt built up in the fields from watering. This practice 
also smoothes our some gull erosion or furrows left from irrgation water run off. If this practice is occurring where it has previously occurred and is not 
causing greater (new) ground disturbance than what was previously done, then it is NG. If it is new ground disturbance then it is G.

Irrigation Pipeline 430 PG The installation of a pipieline / waterline with it 
appurtenances to convey water for storage or use in 
an irrigation water system.

Direct effects (Physical): Potential for causing new ground-disturbance from the digging of a trench to put a subsurface waterline, would make this is a 
G practice. The maximum depth of such a trench can range from 18inches to 4 ft deep, depending on surface traffic and size of pipeline diamter. The 
maximum width of the trench is 30" greater than the diameter of the pipe (which can be 1/2 inch to 6 or more inches in diameter), but these trenches are 
usually is only a foot wide. A surface install is an alternative though, if CRS has checked the state-file database for known historic properties and has no 
other concerns, then it could be a NG. Irrigation pipeline appurtenances could include pressure reducers, inlets, check valves, backflow prevention 
devices, surge tanks, air chambers, and pressure relief valves. Air relief valves and vents. 

Irrigation Reservoir 436 G An irrigation water storage structure made by 
constructing a dam, embankment, pit, or tank.

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation, inundation, and water and/or livestock traffic erosion. 
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Irrigation System -  Micro irrigation (no 
& ac)

441 PG The installation or replacement of small waterline  
above or below the surface for providing small 
amounts of water and nutrients for vegetation 
(whether windbreaks, buffers, crops, etc)

Direct effects (Physical): Surface microirrigation systems may be laid out in a serpentine patten  and involve laterals buried 2-4 inches below soil 
surface and under mulch or plastic row covers, which in a tilled field is NG. However, subsurface drip irrigation could involve putting in a lateral at a 
maximum depth of 2 feet, which means it may exceed the prior depth of disturbance in a tilled field. In a case where it would go deeper than prior 
disturbances it would be G, but in cases where it is within the previous footprint of disturbance from tilling it would be NG.

Irrigation System -  Sprinkler (no & ac) 442 PG The installation or reinstallation of a sprinkler systems 
to applies water by nozzles under pressure across 
croplands.

Direct effects (Physical): Likely occurs in an existing and actively irrigated cropland/tilled field. Though, there is some possible small-scale new ground-
disturbance potential from the digging of new trenches to lay irrigation pipes. Direct effects (Non-physical): Pivots and risers can be as tall or taller than 
an average person's height, so there is some potential for it affecting the viewshed of a cultural resource/ historic property's contributing elements of 
setting, feel, or setting.. 

Irrigation System -  Surface & 
Subsurface (no & ac)

443 PG The installation or reinstallation of an irrigation 
system, which may include earthworks, multioutlet 
pipelines, and water-control structures. These are 
installed
for distribution of water by surface means, such as 
furrows, borders, and contour levees, or by 
subsurface means through water table control.

Direct effects (Physical): Potential for new ground-disturbance or directly altering any contributing elements' eligibility of any listed or eligible National 
Register historic (irrigation) district. A CRS should review this project. Direct effects (Non-physical): It's possible different features of this system is part 
of an eligible or listed National Register historic (irrigiation) district, a CRS should review this project. 

Irrigation Water Management (ac) 449 NG The process of determining and controlling the 
volume, frequency and application rate of irrigation 
water in a planned, efficient manner.

Management methods which do not pose new ground disturbance are NG. The installation of soil moisture monitors may involve digging a hole is 
generally the size of a soil probe and can go down to 4,’ but due to its very limited scale of ground disturbance not greater than an archaeological shovel 
test probe is NG. Therefore, this Practice has no potential to affect cultural resources.

Land Clearing (ac) 460 G Removing tree, stumps, and other vegetation to 
achieve a conservation objective.

Direct effects (Physical): significant ground disturbance from bulldozing excavation and heavy equipment.

Land Smoothing (ac) 466 G Removing irregularities on the land surface. To 
improve surface drainage, provide for more uniform 
cultivation, and improve equipment operation and 
efficiency.  Occurs where depressions, mounds, old 
terraces, turnrows, and other surface irregularities 
interfere with the application of needed soil and water 
conservation and management practices. Needs 
adequate soil depth or where topsoil can be salvaged 
and replaced. 

Direct effects (Physical): Likely to cause new ground disturbance from heavy equipment to reshape the ground's topsoil to even the ground.

Leave standing grain crops 
unharvested to benefit wildlife

E328D NG See Conservation Crop Rotation See Conservation Crop Rotation

Lined Waterway or Outlet (ft) 468 G A waterway or protected outlet section having an 
erosion-resistant lining of concrete, stone, synthetic 
turf reinforcement fabrics, or other permanent material 
(concrete, shotcrete, flagstone, riprap, and synthetic 
turf reinforcement fabrics and rid pavers).

Direct effects (Physical): If creating a new waterway, site preparation work to make an even working surface between vegetation removal and 
excavation. It is also possible a historic irrigation/waterway's contributing elements may be directly altered by different improvements. Direct effects 
(Non-physical): Changes to the feel, aesthetic, or workmanship of existing historic properties or cultural resources/landscapes.

Livestock Pipeline (ft) 516 PG The installation of a pipeline/ waterline and 
appurtenances installed to convey water for livestock 
or wildlife. 

Direct effects (Physical): Potential for causing new ground-disturbance from the digging of a trench to put a subsurface waterline, would make this is a 
G practice. The maximum depth of such a trench can range from 18inches to 30 inches deep, depending on surface traffic and size of pipeline diamter. 
These trenches are usually is only a foot wide. A surface install is an alternative though, if CRS has checked the state-file database for known historic 
properties and has no other concerns, then it could be a NG. Irrigation pipeline appurtenances could include pressure reducers, inlets, check valves, 
backflow prevention devices, surge tanks, air chambers, and pressure relief valves. Air relief valves and vents. 

Livestock Shelter Structure 576 PG A permanent or portable structure with less than four 
walls and/or a roof to provide for improved utilization 
of pastureland and rangeland and to shelter livestock 
from negative environmental factors. This structure is 
not to be construed to be a building. It may be roofed 
or be wind shelter, as an example. May be made of 
sheet metal or fabric (shade) cloth and wood.

There are "V-shaped" shelters for wind or snow, semicircular shelters, straight-line shelters. May be at most 6-14ft high and can range from 3 to 50 sq. ft. 
in surface dimension. Temporary shelters may have wheels or means of moving it. Direct effects (Physical): Cultural resource review is needed by a 
CRS to not just look for the footprint of any constructions and viewshed, but also consider how encouraging livestock to congregate in a small place may 
after cultural resources. A field investigation should be done to check possible areas of its use in order to learn which areas the practice should avoid to 
protect cultural resources from heavy livestock traffic. Permanent shelter constructions which do not pose new ground disturbance and once determined 
by a CRS do not pose indirect effects on historic properties or other cultural resources/landscapes are NG. Permanent shelter constructions which do 
pose new ground disturbance and/or are found by a CRS to have indirect effects are G. Indirect effects (foreseeable effects):Temporary shelters while 
not ground-disturbing should be reviewed by a CRS  and found by a field investigation to not have any cultural resources on the surface which may be 
affected by heavy hoof traffic, so as to pre-advise avoidance areas for putting temporary shelters to be good stewards of cultural resources. If these 
cultural resource concerns are addressed in situations of temporary shelters, then they  are NG. 
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Management Intensive Rotational 
Grazing

E528R NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Manipulate vegetation on fields with 
captured rainfall for waterfowl & 
wading bird winter habitat

E647A NG See Early Successional Habitat Development/Mgt. See Early Successional Habitat Development/Mgt.

Manure/Waste Transfer (no) 634 G A system using structures, pipes, or other conduits 
installed to convey manure or waste byproducts from 
an agricultural source to a storage facility, treatment 
facility, or land application site. 

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation is G. Excavation may be performed to lay a pipeline or waste application or concrete chute), to construct a work or 
loading area, to build reception pits, or to construct structures, including concrete reception pits, tanks, hoppers, manholes, and channels used for waste 
transfer, prefabricated or cast-in-place. Direct effects (Non-physical): Pits, tanks, hoppers, or structures may interfere with contributing setting or feel of 
historic properties. 

Modified Playa Conservation Initiative N/A PG This is funding initiative for play conservation which 
may entail various methods of treatment. Applicable 
to disturbed playas which may include actively 
farmed/plowed playas, grazed playas within crop or 
rangeland fields, disturbed or undisturbed playas 
located within cropland fields that don’t have an 
existing buffer, or other modifications. Currently there 
is no single practice number code for this yet. 

Direct effects (Physical): Any modifications to the undisturbed areas or depths of the playa are G.  Playa berms and surrounding areas have a high risk 
for intact cultural resources related to the Peopling of Texas as well as into contemporary contexts. Methods or practices considered G include: interior 
playa basin sediment removal, shallow planting of native rangeland species, grubbing of cacti and invasive species, drainage pipe removal, field border 
installation (native species), fencing, and new livestock watering practices. Practice codes being applied to this initiative include: 659, 657, 644, 645, 
386, 340, 315, 382, 642, 614, 533, 516, and 561. Playa wetlands will be identified using NRCS-approved methods which include 1) Wetlands of the 
United States (Circular 39), 2) Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats in the United States (Cowardin), 3) U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Wetland Delineation Manual (1987 Manual, as revised and supplemented), or 4) Food Security Act Wetland Identification Procedures 
(GM_190_410.26_Subpart B). The source of back fill to fill in previously disturbed areas will vary.

Mulching (ac) 484 NG Applying plant residues or other suitable materials 
produced off site, to the land surface.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Nutrient Management (ac) 590 NG Managing the amount, source, placement, form and 
timing of the appilcation of plant nutrients and soil 
amendments.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Obstruction Removal (ac) 500 PG Removal and disposal of buildings, structures, other 
works of improvement, vegetation, debris or other 
materials.

Direct effects (Physical): Destruction of potential historic structures or potential ground disturbance from subsurface vegetation removal is G. The 
removal of vegetal or other man-made sediment debris deposited in a channel or on the surface is NG. 

Pasture & Hay Planting (ac) 512 NG The establishment of adapted and/or compatible (non-
invasive) species, varitiers, or cultivars of herbaceous 
plants for pasture, hay, or biomass production. May 
involve very shallow topsoil disturbance, with the 
application of seed and fertilizer.

Direct effects (Physical): Seeding may be accomphlished through hand broadcast, cultipacking broadcast, no-till drill, which should not pose any 
ground disturbance. Though drilling with double disks could cause 4-6" ground disturbance; however, since this practice happens only in previously tilled 
crop-land, it should not pose new disturbances. 

Pest Management Conservation 
System (ac)

595 NG Technical assistance to landowners on testing 
methods for finding the safe and effect ways to 
manage animal and plant pest species.

The plan primarily involves a study to the prevention, avoidance, or mitigation of effects, but may advise 1 to 5+ additional conservation practices and 
may or not involve binding Federal advice/technical assistance because of Federal funding. However, this is only a standalone plan, any execution of 
proposed practices are seperate and would be reviewed seperately. The plan by itself poses no effects to cultural resources.

Pond (no) 378 G A pond is a water impoundment made by constructing 
an embankment, by excavating a dugout, or by a
combination of both. 

Direct effects (Physical): Significant ground disturbance effects are expected for these which are installed with 10- 12 ft in ground disturbance, but 
could be a high as 50 ft. Some may be created by making embankments (dams) where water collects on the other side, while others may involve 
excavation or a combination of both. Indirect effects: Embankment may involve ground disturbance in prepaing the site and the installing various 
drainage, runoff, and anti-erosion measures. Viewshed impediment from embankment wall that could be as a high or greater than 20' high.

Pond Sealing or Lining, Compacted 
Soil Treatment

520 NG A liner for an impoundment constructed using 
compacted soil with or without soil amendments. This 
is to prevent water seepage losses.

Despite compacting the soil, there is no potential to affect cultural resources or historic properties because the work would hardly be visibly noticeable 
and the work would be within the footprint of prior disturbances involved in creating the water impoundment in the first place.

Pond Sealing or Lining, 
Geomembrane or Geosynthetic Clay 
Liner

521 NG A liner for an impoundment constructed using a 
geomembrane (synthetic liner similar to tarp) or a 
geosynthetic clay material.

There is no potential to affect cultural resources or historic properties. The work would hardly be visibly noticeable and the work would be within the 
footprint of prior disturbances involved in creating the water impoundment in the first place.

Precision Land Forming (ac) 462 G Reshaping the surface of the land to planned grades. Direct effects (Physical): Potential for new ground-disturbance. A CRS should review this project. Indirect effects (cumulative effects): landscaping at 
this scale to affect a cultural landscape. 

Prescribed Burning (ac) 338 PG Controlled fire applied to a predetermined area. Direct effects (Physical):Potential to affect above-ground cultural resources and structures. Submit a cultural resource review to a CRS. If no field 
investigation reveals no cultural resources and the proposed work will cause a low intensite fire, then it is NG. If either the fuel load and plant volatility 
will cause a high intensity fire or field investigation yield cultural resources, then it is G.  
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Prescribed Grazing (ac) 528 NG Managing the harvest of vegetation with grazing 
and/or browsing animals.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Prescribed grazing that improves or 
maintains riparian and watershed 
function-erosion

E528L NG See prescribed grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Provide early successional shorebird 
habitat between first crop and ratoon 
crop

E647B NG See Early Successional Habitat Development/Mgt. See Early Successional Habitat Development/Mgt.

Pumping Plant (no) 533 PG A facility that delivers water or wastewater at a 
designed pressure and flow rate. Includes one or 
more pumps and associated power units, plumbing, 
and
appurtenances, and may include pressure tanks, 
onsite fuel or energy source, and protective 
structures. 

Direct effects (Physical): Generally these do not cover a large area, but some subsurface ground disturbance may be involved in their installation of 
power units, photvoltaic panels (solar panels), wind mills, hydraulic pumps, PTO-driven pumps, suction and discharge pipes, fencing, and other buildings 
and their accessories. The pump may be connected to a well existing or proposed, or an existing irrigation system.These activities may cause as much 
as 18-36 inches of ground disturbance. If causing new ground disturbance than it is G, but if it is all within in the previous footprint of previous 
disturbances and not indirect effects are noted during a cultural resource review, then it would be NG. Direct effects (Non-physical): Power units 
(windmills, solar panels) and exclusion fences / protection fences around this equipment and power source (e.g., solar panels) from cattle, can pose 
visual impediments to cultural resources or historic properties, and should be reviewed by a CRS.

Range Planting (ac) 550 PG Establishment of adapted perenniel or self-sustaining 
vegetation such as grasses, forbs, legumes, shrubs, 
or trees.

Direct effects (Physical): Depends on the method of seedbed prep. brush management is G, conventional tillage using tandem disks, chisels, and 
typical farming equipment is NG, dead litter cover is NG, and prescribed burning is PG (depending on the fuel load and volitile plant fuel potential for a 
high intensity fire). There are also seeding operations involved, such as broadcast, (which should not pose any ground disturbance) and drilling with 
double disks could cause 4-6" ground disturbance; however, since this practice happens only in previously tilled crop-land, it should not pose new 
disturbances. The choices of plants for planting focus on maintaining those in the expected plant community of the area (NRCS ecological site 
description), so little affect on changing the expected vegetation in the viewshed is expected. 

Reduce forest density and manage 
understory along roads to limit wildfire 
risk and improve habitat

E666G PG See Forest Stand Improvement See Forest Stand Improvement

Reduce height of the forest understory 
to limit wildfire risk

E666E PG See Forest Stand Improvement See Forest Stand Improvement

Reduce risk of pesticides in surface 
water by utilizing precision pesticide 
application techniques

E595A PG See Pest Management Conservation System See Pest Management Conservation System

Reduce risk of pesticides in water and 
air by utilizing IPM PAMS techniques

E595B PG See Pest Management Conservation System See Pest Management Conservation System

Reduction of attractants to human-
subsidized predators in sensitive 
wildlife species habitat

E645A PG Reduction of artificial perching sites, nest sites, food, 
and water available to subsidized predators in areas 
where human

‐

subsidized predators are a threat to 
sensitive wildlife species. Human

‐

subsidized 
predators may include ravens, crows, magpies, 
coyotes, foxes, skunks, raccoons, and other species. 
Activities under this enhancement may include 
removal of non

‐

native or invasive trees; removal of 
unused power poles, corrals, windmills, buildings,
and other vertical structures; and/or removal or 
management of watering facilities, dead
livestock, road kill, garbage, animal feed, dumps, and 
other non

‐

natural food sources.

Direct effects (Physical):  Removal of human-built structures like power poles, permanent corrals, windmills, buildings, and the removal are trees 
constitute G. Removal of bird nests/houses, stacked vegetal debris used for animal habitat, dead livestock, road kill, garbage, animal feed, animal dump 
sites are NG. 

Residue and Tillage Management, 
Mulch Till (ac)

345 NG Managing the amount, orientation and distribution of 
crop and other plant residue on the soil surface year 
round while limiting the soil-disturbing activities used 
to grow crops in systems where the entire field 
surface is tilled prior to planting.

No potential to affect cultural resources or historic properties.

Residue and Tillage Management, No 
Till/Strip Till/Direct Seed (ac)

329 NG Managing the amount, orientation, and distribution of 
crop and other plant residue on the soil surface year 
round while limiting soil-disturbing activities to only 
those necessary to place nutrients, condition residue 
and plant crops. 

No potential to affect cultural resources. Continues planting and adding additives in an existing crop field.
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Restoration and Management of Rare 
or Declining Habitats (ac)

643 PG Restoring, conserving, and managing unique or 
diminishing native terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 
This returns aquatic or terrestrial ecosystems to their 
original or usable and functioning condition and to 
improve biodiversity by providing and maintaining 
habitat for fish and wildlife species associated
with the ecosystem

Those methods which are non-ground disturbing, do not involve cutting down trees in old-growth forest stands, or do not pose new-ground disturbances 
are NG. Data collection, monitoring, field documentation of wildlife and plants, and records keeping managment of existing habitat are NG. Direct 
effects (Physical):  Methods involving site preparation or giving binding (finanical assistance) advice calling for tree/shrub preparation, see stipulations 
for Tree/shrub preparation. This practice can have a positive effect on cultural landscapes and intangible heritage as it restores ecosystems to earlier 
historical versions.

Riparian Forest Buffer (ac) 391 PG Planting or seeding an area predominantly with 
(Cottonwood, Willow, Buttonbush, etc.) tree and/or 
shrubs located adjacent to and up-gradient from water-
courses or water bodies to improve the declining 
stratum along predominantly forested or wooded 
riparian corridors. 

Three scenarios for this practice may entail planting using cuttings by the acre, plantings of bare roots of hardwood seedlings by the plant, or plantings 
of small containers hand planted by the acre. Those methods which are non-ground disturbing, or do not involve cutting down trees in old-growth forest 
stands, or do not pose new depths of ground disturbances are NG. Those which do pose new depth of ground disturbances but far within those 
exempted soil survey dimensions are NG. Those methods which do pose new depths of ground disturbance and exceed the dimensions the exemptions 
afforded in soil survey contexts or involve cutting down trees in old-growth forest stands are G. Direct effects (Physical):  Methods involving site 
preparation, see stipulations for Tree/shrub Preparation.

Riparian Herbaceous Cover (ac) 390 PG Establishing grasses, sedges, rushes, ferns, legumes, 
and forbs tolerant of intermittent flooding or saturated 
soils, established or managed as the dominant 
vegetation in the transitional zone between upland 
and aquatic
habitats. 

Those methods which do not pose new depths of ground disturbance, and do not involve cutting down trees in old-growth forest stands are NG. 
Scenarios with their attendant methods follow. Aquatic Wildlife- This requires the planting of an adapted mix of grasses, sedges, rushes, ferns, legumes, 
and or forbs to the site. Plugs, broadcast, and or drill seeding methods may be used for planting.Grass, Cool or Warm Season- This requires the 
planting of an adapted mix of native warm or cool season grasses tolerant to the site conditions will be planted by broadcast and or drill seeding 
methods. Pollinator Habitat- This requires the planting of an adapted mix of pollinator species tolerant to the specific site conditions. Plantings will 
consist of a mix of grasses, forbs and legumes that will bloom at different times throughout the year. Example would be a nine species mix of flowering 
forbs and legumes with at least 3 species that bloom in each season: spring, summer, and fall with adequate amounts of native grasses to reduce soil 
erosion, improve water quality, and meet any other identified resource concerns. Broadcast, and or drilling methods may be used for planting. Direct 
effects (Physical):  Methods involving site preparation, see stipulations for Tree/shrub preparation. Methods involving pest management, see pest 
management conservation system.

Road/Trail/Landing Closure and 
Treatment

654 PG The closure, decommissioning, or abandonment of 
roads, trails, and/or landings and associated 
treatment to achieve conservation activities. 

Indirect effects (foreseeable): Decommissioning or neglect can be considered an adverse effect to historic properties. Submit a cultural resource 
review request to a CRS about the appropriate course of action. If no historic properties, cultural resources or landscapes, or historic trails may be 
negatively affected by road/trail/landing closure and treatment than it is NG. If historic properties, cultural resources or landscapes, or historic trails may 
be negatively impacted by a road/trail/landing closure and treatment, it is G. Both the road/trail/landing's abandonment must be considered and "down-
the-line" implications by a lack of access must be considered.

Roof Runoff Structure (no) 558 PG Structures that collect, control, and transport 
preciptation from roofs (e.g., adding gutters).

Direct effects (Physical):  Depends on whether the structure is 45 or more years old. May alter contributing elements to a historic property. Direct 
effects (Non-physical): May affect the aesthetic, workmanship, setting, or feel of a historic structure. Please submit a cultural resource review to a CRS 
to discern the appropriate course of action.

Roofs and Covers 367 NG A rigid, semi-rigid, or flexible manufactured 
membrane, composite material, or roof structure 
placed over a waste management facility.

No potential to affect cultural resources or historic properties.

Sequential patch burning E338C PG See Prescribed Burning See Prescribed Burning

Shallow Water Development and 
Management

646 PG The inundation of lands to provide habitat for fish 
and/or wildlife.

This may involve financially incentivizing a landowner to allow an area to pond or shallowly ( 9-18" deep) inundate, or artifically causing shallow 
inundation via a water pump. Direct effects (Physical): Any excavation for installing a water pump at a depth greater than previous disturbance is G. If 
the water pump is on the surface, the only concern is potential water damage to above-surface cultural resources and structures. Request a cultural 
resource review from a CRS. If a field investigation is performed there are negative finds, then it is NG. If there are positive finds, then it is G.

Short-interval burns to promote a 
healthy herbaceous plant community

E338B PG See Prescribed Burning See Prescribed Burning

Snags, den trees, and coarse woody 
debris for wildlife habitat

E666O PG See Forest Stand Improvement See Forest Stand Improvement
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Spring Development 574 PG Collection of water from springs or seeps to provide 
water for a conservation need (livestock or wildlife).  
Consists of tile or perforated pipe, gravel, cutoff wall, 
spring box, conveyance pipe, or
other collection means appropriate to the site. If 
necessary include measures to prevent sediment from 
entering the collection system. Construct the cutoff 
wall using concrete, clay, masonry, plastic sheeting, 
or sheet pile. 

Direct effects (Physical): Methods involving sub-surface excavation, such as the installation of a sheet pile are G. Indirect effects (foreseeable): 
Methods which do not involve sub-surface disturbance and will not significantly diminish downstream access to stream-fed water are NG. Methods which 
would diminish downstream access to spring-fed water may affect intangible cultural heritage which depends on that water. 

Stream Crossing (no) 578 G A stabilized area or structure constructed across a 
stream to provide controlled access for people, 
livestock, equipment, or vehicles. Controls the 
quantity and quality of stormwater runoff.

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation or grading, depositing fill and rock, installing fencing, re-vegetating, and constructing a bridge. 

Stream Habitat Improvement and 
Management

395 PG Maintain, improve, or restore physical, chemical, and 
biological functions of a stream, and its associated 
riparian zone, necessary for meeting the life history 
requirements of a desired aquatic species. This may 
mean introducing boulders and/or large wood where 
appropriate, resting pools, instream barriers, water 
pumps, diversion ditches, digging a channel to 
connect floodplain-to-channel, overhead cover, and 
diverse riparian plant communities. 

Direct effects (Physical): Excavating a diversion ditch, channel, pond, or pool is G. All other non-ground disturbing activities are NG.

Streambanks and Shoreline Protection 580 PG Treatment(s) used to stabilize and protect banks of 
streams or constructed channels, and shorelines of 
lakes, reservoirs, or estuaries. May involve the use of 
construction materials (geotextile fabrics), grading 
practices, and establish vegetation.

Direct effects (Physical): Grading or other excavation methods that may cause new ground disturbances are G. Other non-ground disturbing methods 
are NG. 

Structure for Water Control (no) 587 PG A structure in a water management system that 
conveys water, controls the direction or rate of tis 
flow, maintains a desired water surface elevation, or 
measures water.

Direct effects (Physical):The possibilities of what this practice is highly variable. Convey water from one elevation to a lower elevation within, to, or from 
a water conveyance system such as a ditch, channel, canal, or pipeline. Typical structures include drops, chutes, turnouts, surface water inlets, head 
gates, pump boxes, and stilling basins. Control the elevation of water in drainage or irrigation ditches. Typical structures include checks, flashboard 
risers, and check dams. Control the division or measurement of irrigation water. Typical structures include division boxes and water measurement 
devices. Keep trash, debris or weed seeds from entering pipelines. Typical structures include trash racks and debris screens. Control the direction of 
channel flow resulting from tides and high water or backflow from flooding. Typical structures include tide and water management gates. Control the 
water table level, remove surface or subsurface water from adjoining land, flood land for frost protection, or manage water levels for wildlife or 
recreation. Typical structures include water level control structures,flashboard risers, pipe drop inlets, and box inlets. Convey water over, under, or along 
a ditch, canal, road, railroad, or other barriers. Typical structures include bridges, culverts, flumes, inverted siphons, and long span pipes. Modify water 
flow to provide habitat for fish, wildlife, and other aquatic animals. Typical structures include chutes, cold water release structures, and flashboard risers. 
Provide silt management in ditches or canals. Typical structures include sluice gates and sediment traps. Supplement a resource management system 
on land where organic waste or commercial fertilizer is applied. May involve installing chemical valves and/or flow meters. Direct effects (Non-
physical):Even though not all of these may involve any ground disturbance, there are built structure and other historic property considerations of feeling, 
setting, aesthetic are needed. A cultural resource review will be requested from a CRS and include the specifics of this particular practice in order to 
discern the appropriate course of action. CRS will check to see if the proposed action would affected an eligible or listed NRHP irrigation district or other 
historic properties.  
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Structures for Wildlife (no) 649 PG A structure installed to replace or modify a missing or 
deficient wildlife habitat component. This is highly 
variable. The purpose of this practice is to reduce 
problems for wildlife being evicted from buildings and 
other structures near cities and towns, and which may 
reduce harmful crop insects. 

Provide loafing, escape, nesting, rearing, roosting, perching and/or basking habitat, Examples are
nesting islands, nesting boxes (small with no pole, small with a pole; large, enough for bats and owls as an example), roosting boxes, escape ramp, 
fence markers (to reduce mortalities associated with fence collisions), rock piles, a bat can quad (mounted on a single wooden post), other perching 
structures, and brush piles (a small one may be 10'x20,' while a large one may be 30'x50'). May Modify existing structures to minimize the risks of injury 
or mortality to wildlife.  Retrofit an existing fence with fence markers NG. Modifications of an existing fence by removing wire or adding wildlife-friendly 
wire at appropriate spacing  is NG. Modification of an existing watering facility by installing escape ramps or removing obstacles that impede safe access 
to water is NG if not posing new depths of ground disturbance. Nesting boxes and perches, if the width of their posts installment does not exceed one 
foot in diamter, are NG. Direct effects (Physical): Any new ground disturbance posed by escape ramp (in an existing water facility/trough), perching 
structures, roosting boxes, nesting boxes, nesting islands, or brush piles construction and installation is G. Clear-cutting or local rock collection to create 
rock piles or brush piles are G. Direct effects (Non-physical): Some methods, such as large brush piles, may pose some potential to impede viewshed 
of historic property from above structures. Request a cultural resource review from a CRS for guidance on the appropriate course of action if one of the 
direct effects conditions apply or if it is not otherwise deemed NG. This practice may pose positive effects on intangible cultural resources, both in terms 
of increasing the usability of culturally significant places by naturally reducing pest problems and through encouragement of possible culturally significant 
species.

Subsurface Drain (ft) 606 G A conduit installed beneath the ground surface to 
collect and convey excess water. An open drainage 
constructed to a designed cross section alignment 
and grade.

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation. 

Surface Roughening (ac) 609 PG Performing of tillage operations that create random 
roughness of the soil surface. 

Direct effects: If this is in an existing previously tilled cropland field, then it is NG. If it is not and not otherwise disturbed to a greater depth to the same 
extent, then it is G. 

TA Application 912 NG This simply involve initiating paperwork for technical 
assistance requested by a producer.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

TA Check-Out 913 NG This simply involve completing paperwork for 
technical assistance requested by a producer.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

TA Design 911 NG This simply involve  paperwork for technical 
assistance designs requested by a producer.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Terrace (ft, m) 600 G An earth embankment or a combination ridge and 
channel, constructed across the field slope, followed 
by revegetation to reduce erosion and trap sediment 
or manage runoff. 

Direct effects (Physical): "Stair-step" or "contoured" excavation of as much as 1-4 ft in ground-disturbance in rows that traces the contours of the 
topography; however, these are usually in croplands which have been repeatedly terraced. Consideration of prior disturbances will be paramount. Direct 
effects (Non-physical): Revegetation, unless using native or expected NRCS ecological site description's plant community could pose an impediment or 
effect to viewshed of a historic property.

Trails and Walkways 575 PG A constructed path with a vegetated, earthen, gravel, 
paved, or other hard surface to facilitate the
movement of animals, people, or off-road vehicles

This can involve vegetation clearance, possible grading, digging some water erosion control measures (e.g., diversion), constructing bridges or elevated 
walkways, installing surfacing material, and establishing vegetation. Direct effects (Physical): new-ground disturbing methods are G, non-ground 
disturbing methods are NG. Direct effects (Non-physical): If historic properties present, and bridge or raised walkways are proposed they may affect 
the aesthetic, feel, or setting of a historic property. Increasing public access to sensitive cultural resources/landscapes should be considered as well. If 
no known historic properties or cultural resource landscapes/resources are to be impacted visually or by ease of access, and if there are no methods 
involve any new ground-disturbance, then this is NG.  

Tree/Shrub Establishment (ac) 612 PG Establishing woody plants by planting seedlings or 
cuttings, direct seeding, or natural regeneration. 

Direct effects (Physical): Not more than one foot deep, but likely much less. May be installed by a dibble bar by hand (reminiscent of a rooting stick) or 
mechanically by a machine planter pulled behind a tractor or a bulldozer, which slits the soil or makes a small furrow to place seedlings or rootstock. 
Situations where only tree/shrub preparation has been performed previously and only tree/shrub establishment is proposed should not pose any direct 
effects. This likely occurs in previously tilled cropland, which if this is the case and if after review by a CRS finds no indirect effects are expected to occur 
on known historic properties, nor have any other concerns, then it would be NG. Tree/shrub establishment is often proposed in areas tree/shrub site 
preparation has been conducted previously by the landowner before, which if this is the case and the disturbance was the same extent as proposed 
tree/shrub establishment then it is NG. Direct effects (Non-physical): In situations of affected historic trails, trail viewsheds' and setting may be 
adversely affected by non-native species of plantings and linear rows of plantings. The use of native over non-native species of trees and avoidance of 
linear rows in situations of historic trails' viewsheds are encouraged and will assist a CRS in Section 106 consulting with the National Park Service and 
Texas SHPO (THC). Request a cultural resource review from a CRS for consulting Atlas (State file database) and for any applicable course of action in 
the effect of an affected National Historic Trail's non-physical direct effects consideration. 
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Tree/Shrub Preparation 490 PG Vegetation removal treatments (mechanical or 
chemical) of areas to improve site conditions for 
establishing trees and/or shrubs. 

Direct effects (Physical):Often include clear-cutting, but tehcnically only certain mechanical approaches are expected to have potential to cause 
adverse effects to historic properties. Each method is listed below and whether it is considered G, PG, or NG: mowing is NG; roller chop (large bladed 
cylinder, filled with water for extra eight usually, and pulled by dozer) is NG;  tree shear (shearing blade either angled or v-shapred mounted on a dozer 
that cuts, shears, or shatters trees and stumped at the ground line) is NG; shearing and piling (involves shearing and then a seond dozer or pass using 
mounted root rake, piles the debris. if windrowed, its debris is piled along contours and left with periodic gaps is G; root raking only (toothed dozer blade 
rips roots and stumps from the ground) is G; mulching (a spinning drum with flailing hammers mounted horizontally to the front of a large machine) is 
NG; combination plower (a three-in-one plow, pulled by a dozer or other large machine rips, disks, and beds a site) is G; sub-soiling / ripping (aripping 
shank is pulled behind a large machine to break up the soil profile down to a depth of 18-24 inches) is G; bedding (a hedding harrow is pulled to create 
raised beds for planting) is G; tilling is PG, depending on the prior depth of disturbance; lopping (chainsaws and hand tools to clear a site) is NG; 
prescribed burning is PG (depending on whether it will involve creating new disturbance from new fire lines or if it will cause a high intensity fire, which 
would cause it to be G, otherwise it is NG); and chemical / herbicide is PG until checked by CRS to see if it occurs in areas known to not have rock art (in 
such a case it would NG) and is proposed in an area not known to have served as a traditional cultural places or Native American plant gathering ground 
or if the known spray does not contain dyes or corrosive properties; and biological/ grazing versions of this practice are NG. Direct effects (Non-
physical): It is possible that a chemical herbicide may impact the intangible cultural heritage use of certain plant species if a part of a traditional cultural 
place or other cultural landscape in which culturally significant species are harvested. 

Tree/Shrub Pruning (ac) 660 PG The removal of all or part of selected branches, 
leaders or roots from trees and shrubs.

Direct effects (Physical): Trimming may affect (Comanche) culturally-modified trees.If the stand is not an old-growth plant community being targeted, 
then it is NG. If the targeted plant community is an old-growth plant community, then submit a cultural resource review to a CRS for the appropriate 
course of action. The CRS will see if it is in an area with potential for Comache Marker Trees and may recommend a field inspection of scarred or bent 
trees. If such a resulting field inspection results in negative finds, then it is NG.   

Underground Outlet (ft) 620 G A conduit or system of conduits installed beneath the 
surface of the ground to convey surface water to a 
suitable outlet.

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation

Upland Wildlife Habitat Management 
(ac)

645 PG Provide and manage upland habitats and connectivity 
within the landscape for wildlife. This involves 
vegetation establishment for shelter, food and to 
enable movement; structural measures to provide 
shelter, food or enable movement; and manipulation 
of vegetation to sustain desirable habitat conditions 
over time. 

This involves preparing a plan to address the wildlife habitat components of food, space, shelter, water. What additional conservation practices activities 
are needed are site specific. For example, in meeting the need for animal shelter that could consist of a slash pile, brush management onsite might be 
done to generate the slash materials to provide animal habitat shelter structure. This could also simply be recommending seeding for pollinators, 
developing census or surveying routes, documentation, range planting, prescribed grazing, prescribed fire, overflow ponds, troughs, fences, plans to 
leave fields in fallow, or trimming down vegetation like mesquite as an example. These plans provides the guidelines for how the landowner would work 
with another individual (contractor), they may be binding (Federal funding involved) or non-binding advice. If NRCS advice/ technical assistance on pest 
management is non-binding and there is no funding or other Federal control, this is NG. If it is involves binding advice or funding assistance, see direct 
effects. If this involves only a plan, binding or not, and no associated conservation practices it is NG. Any recommended conservation practices as part 
of a plan will need to have each of those conservation practice's codes (G, PG, NG) searched. Direct effects (Physical): Plans which are binding and 
involve Federal funding, and propose conservation practices which would pose new ground disturbing methods are G. Those plans which are binding 
and involve Federal funding, but do not entail methods which would pose any new ground disturbance are NG.

Use Exclusion/Access Control (ac) 472 PG Barriers will consist of natural and/or artificial 
structures such as logs, vegetation, earth-fill, 
boulders, fences – both conventional and electric, 
gates, electronic and sonic devices, or signs. 

Direct effects (Physical): If earthen fill is used, it may inadvertently cap a site, which depends on using the state guidances on whether it would prove 
protective or harmful to a buried site. Indirect effects (foreseeable): May impair wildlife health and movement causing affects to intangible cultural 
resources such as culturally significant animals (e.g., barrier to water access). Restricting access to a religiously significant or sacred site is also a 
consideration (cf. ARFA, RFRA). 

Use of body condition scoring for 
livestock on a monthly basis to keep 
track of herd health

E528Q NG See Prescribed Grazing No potential to affect cultural resources.

Waste Facility Cover (no) 367 PG The closure of waste impoundments (treament 
lagoons and liquid sotrages facilities), that are no 
longer used for their intended purpose in an 
environmentally safe manner. 

Direct effects (Physical): earthmoving, excavation, or creating borrow pits are G. Non-ground disturbing means are NG.

Waste Separation Facility 632 PG A filtration or screening device, settling tank, settling 
basin, or settling channel used to partition solids 
and/or nutrients from a waste stream. 

Direct effects (Physical): earthmoving or excavation through establishing earthen embankments, excavating a settling basin, conveyance system, or 
outlets (may include pipelines, perforated or slotted pipe risers, porous plank walls or dams, or screened walls) are G. If the Practice involves only 
replacing a filtration or screening device which does not involve causing any new ground disturbances, it is NG. If the Practice entails an existing Facility, 
a mechanical separator placed on an existing location without causing any new ground disturbance is NG. 

Waste Storage Facility (no) 313 PG A waste storage impoundment made by constructing 
an embankment and/or excavating a pit or dugout, or 
by building a structure.

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation and earthmoving or new ground disturbance in building construction are G. Methods, such as above-ground 
structures which involve no new ground disturbance are NG. 

Waste Treatment (no) 629 NG The mechanical, chemical, or biological treatment of 
agricultural waste.

No potential to affect cultural resources. 
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Water and Sediment Control Basin 
(no)

638 G An earthen embankment or a combination ridge and 
channel constructed across the slope of a minor. 
Subsurface pipelines for drainage and gradual water 
release are sometimes installed as well or 
drainageway.

Direct effects (Physical): Excavation and earthmoving or new ground disturbance in building construction are G.

Water Harvesting Catchment (no) 636 G A facility for collecting and storing water from an area 
that has been treated to increase precipitation
runoff.

Methods include: excavating  some space for installing a catchment,  removing vegetation, reshaping and compacting the existing soils, or adding 
impermeable soils; soil dispersants, bentonite clay, synthetic membranes, or paving to the catchment area, and installing diversions or curbs to either 
divert runoff to the catchment area. Direct effects (Physical): Excavation. 

Water Well (no) 642 PG A hole drilled, dug, driven, bored, etted, or otherwise 
constructured to aquifer for water supply.

Direct effects (Physical): new-ground disturbance. If the diameter of the boring is less than 1 ft then it is NG, if the boring is greater than 1 ft in 
diameter then it is G.

Watering Facility (no) (gal) 614 PG A watering facility (troughs and tanks) that stores or 
provides drinking water to livestock or wildlife. May 
include supporting features to protect it or the area 
from erosion.

Direct effects (Physical): The troughs and tanks themselves do not pose ground disturbance, but they are often accompanied with concrete aprons 
beneath and around them to prevent soil erosion; a pipeline / waterline necessitating a trough cut 12-18 inches deep; an animal watering ramp; an 
animal escape to prevent drowning; or may even have a fence (1-4' deep disturbance). A water trough may be about 3 feet high, so it is unlikely to pose 
a visual impairment to a historic property, and may occur in an area within the prior footprint of disturbance depending.

Well Decommissioning (no) 351 PG The sealing and permanent closure of an inactive, 
abandoned, or unusable water well. Most of these 
affected wells are not likely to be historic in nature. 
Well decommissioning under Texas State law states 
abandoned wells must be decommissioned and 
plugged to prevent ground contamination, in addition 
to eliminating safety hazards (Occupations Code 
Chapter 1901. Water Well Drillers, Sec 1901.254 and 
.255) and compliance with State law is a pre-requisite 
for NRCS assistance, though replacing these wells 
may not necessarily be NRCS' responsibility to 
provide financial assistance for implementation if 
conflicting with NHPA or other State law like the 
Texas Antiquities Code. 

Direct effects (Physical): May adversely affect a contributing element/component of a historic property/district. Indirect effect (foreseeable): 
Decommissioning or neglect could be an adverse effect to an eligible or listed historic property. The Planner must submit a cultural resource review 
request to a CRS to determine the appropriate course of action, including checking Atlas to see if it is a contributing element in a listed National Register 
of Historic Places or occurs within a State Antiquities Landmark, and to see if it meets the NRCS Texas archaeological site definition. Meanwhile, a 
Cultural Resource Trained Field Office Personnel should proactively survey a 100x100 square meter area around the well proposed for 
decommissioning and check for any other possible similar in age historic structures, features, or artifacts and report the findings to the CRS on the CRS 
Reporting Form if positive finds are made or a simple message explaining negative results and date of inspection inside the Cultural Resource Review 
Sharepoint (or similar) survey as an attachment with the CRS Cultural Resource Reporting Form (if a positive results) or a message in the Notes field (if 
negative results). If the CRS Atlas check results and negative field inspection results (no similar in age features/artifacts to the well) rule out the 
application of NRCS Texas' archaeological site definition according to a CRS and a CRS finds it is not a contributing element to an eligible or listed 
NRHP historic property/district, or occurs in a State Antiquities Landmark, and the CRS has no other concerns then it is NG. If there are positive finds 
(similar in age features/artifacts to the well) within the field inspected area and a CRS applies the NRCS Texas archaeological site definition and 
considers it an archaeological site or if a CRS finds it is inside a State Antiquities Landmark or a contributing element to a listed NRHP historic property, 
then it is G.

Well Water Testing (no) 355 NG The groundwater testing practice includes testing for 
physical, biological, and chemical characteristics of 
groundwater in a well or spring development. This 
may be applied as part of a conservation 
management system to determine the quality of a 
groundwater supply for the following intended uses:  
irrigation, livestock, fish and wildlife habitat, 
aquaculture enterprises, or other agricultural uses.

No potential to affect cultural resources.

Wetland Creation 658 PG The creation of a wetland on a site that was 
historically non-wetland, due to non-conducive 
wetland factors of soil, vegetation, or hydrology.

Direct effects (Physical): water damage for some above-ground cultural resources. Please submit a cultural resource review to a CRS to determine the 
appropriate course of action. If CRS notes no known cultural resources, or has no further concerns, and a field investigation has found no cultural 
resources it is NG. If CRS has noted cultural resources or has other concerns, or if the field investigation has found cultural resources, then it is G.

Wetland Enhancement 659 PG The rehabilitation of a degraded wetland or the 
reestablishment of a wetland so that soils, hydrology, 
vegetative community, and habitat are a close 
approximation of the original natural historic condition 
and boundary that existed prior to the modification..

May involve setting or installing water control structures to control waterflow. Ditch plugs may be installed or some other form of refilling surface drainage 
ditches. A dike may also be installed. Vegetation establishment is another possible practice. Direct effects (Physical): New ground disturbance 
practices, including those installing new water control structures, ditches,  dikes, and re-vegetation/vegetation establishment measures that extend 
beyond the depth of prior disturbances are G. Those measures which will not pose new-ground disturbances and after a cultural resource review by a 
CRS finds  no potential to affect  the setting of a historic property or other cultural landscape are NG. Inundation may affect surface cultural resources. 
Direct effects (Non-physical): May affect the feel, setting, or aesthetic of a historic property or a character or use of a cultural landscape. A cultural 
resource review should be submitted to a CRS. The CRS will search records of previously recorded sites, cemeteries, and other indicators of cultural 
resources. If some cultural resource indicators are encountered and a field investigation has negative findings, then it is NG. If there are positive findings 
from the field investigation then it is G.  
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Wetland Restoration 657 PG The rehabilitation of a degraded wetland or the 
reestablishment of a wetland so that soils, hydrology, 
vegetative community, and habitat are a close 
approximation of the original natural condition that 
existed prior to modification of the extent practical.

May involve modifying drainage, restoring stream/floodplain connectivity, removing diversions, dikes, and levees, and/or by using a natural or artificial 
water source to provide conditions similar to the original, natural conditions. Direct effects (Physical): New ground disturbance practice methods like 
excavating drainages, dikes, diversions, and the like are G. Those practices whose excavation activities refresh up to the previous depth of disturbance 
or do not pose new ground disturbances, and after a cultural resource review by a CRS finds  no potential to affect the setting of a historic property or 
other cultural landscape, are NG. Inundation may affect surface cultural resources. Direct effects (Non-physical): May affect the feel, setting, or 
aesthetic of a historic property or a character or use of a cultural landscape. A cultural resource review should be submitted to a CRS. The CRS will 
search records of previously recorded sites, cemeteries, and other indicators of cultural resources. If some cultural resource indicators are encountered 
and a field investigation has negative findings, then it is NG. If there are positive findings from the field investigation then it is G.  

Wetland Wildlife Habitat Management 
(ac)

644 PG This practice will be used to maintain, develop, or 
improve habitat for waterfowl, furbearers, or other 
wetland associated flora and fauna. 

May involve modifying drainage, restoring stream/floodplain connectivity, removing diversions, dikes, and levees, and/or by using a natural or artificial 
water source to provide conditions similar to the original, natural conditions. Monitoring, non-ground disturbing data collection, or documentation 
activities are NG.  Direct effects (Physical): New ground disturbance practice methods like excavating drainages, dikes, diversions, and the like are G. 
Those practices whose excavation activities refresh up to the previous depth of disturbance or do not pose new ground disturbances, and after a cultural 
resource review by a CRS finds  no potential to affect  the setting of a historic property or other cultural landscape, are NG. Inundation may affect 
surface cultural resources. Direct effects (Non-physical): May affect the feel, setting, or aesthetic of a historic property or a character or use of a 
cultural landscape. A cultural resource review should be submitted to a CRS. The CRS will search records of previously recorded sites, cemeteries, and 
other indicators of cultural resources. If some cultural resource indicators are encountered and a field investigation has negative findings, then it is NG. If 
there are positive findings from the field investigation then it is G.  

Wildlife Habitat Planting (ac) 420 PG Establishing wildlife habitat by planting 
herbaceous vegetation or shrubs. The purpose of 
this practice is to improve degraded wildlife 
habitat for the target wildlife species or guild, and 
to establish wildlife habitat that resembles the 
historic, desired, and reference native plant 
community

Direct effects (Physical): Depends on the method of seedbed prep. brush management is G, conventional tillage using tandem disks, chisels, and 
typical farming equipment is NG, dead litter cover is NG, and prescribed burning is PG (depending on the fuel load and volitile plant fuel potential for a 
high intensity fire. It is NG if a low intensity fire and G if not).There are also seeding operations involved, such as broadcast, (which should not pose any 
ground disturbance) and drilling with double disks could cause 4-6" ground disturbance; however, since this practice happens only in previously tilled 
crop-land, it should not pose new disturbances. Grazing/prescribed grazing or deferred grazing is NG. The choices of plants for planting focus on 
maintaining those in the expected historic plant community of the area (NRCS ecological site description), so little affect on changing the expected 
vegetation in the viewshed is expected. 
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Appendix C 

NRCS Texas Archaeological Site Definition 

Pursuant of 36 CFR 800.4-5 4.b.1, which recommends a Federal Agency consider laws, 
standards, and guidelines of professional organizations,’ State, and Tribal, and local 
governments, this Appendix proposes a standardized operational definition of an archaeological 
site with its rationale basis for the purposes of a good faith effort in identifying an archaeological 
historic property under the National Historic Preservation Act. An archaeological site is a 
necessity to prevent unnecessary efforts for certain kinds of modern debris and certain other non-
site isolates that should not constitute an archeological site encountered as a result of background 
research or field studies. The NHPA does not provide an operable definition and neither does 
current National policy of NRCS. Typically, State Historic Preservation Offices (SHPO) 
normalize such a definition and Federal Agencies may or may not incorporate it depending on 
whether they are land management agencies or not. Currently, the Texas SHPO and the 
consensus of the archaeological community (i.e., the Council of Texas Archaeologists) 
encourages each entity to define an archaeological site for themselves and provide their site 
definition criteria in their resulting technical reports’ methods chapter. Site definition are even 
requested on the Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory’s TexSite (site form) template as a 
field to complete in situations where submitting a site form may be warranted. The proposed 
definition here does not necessarily apply to historic (standing built-structure) sites, historical 
architectural features/sites, sacred sites, State Antiquity Landmarks, Traditional Cultural Places, 
or Historic Properties which are Places of Religious and Cultural Significance- either because 
other authorities, qualifying criteria, or specialists may govern their definition or eligibility. 
Previously recorded sites will be grandfathered-in as an archaeological site. The exception to 
“grandfathering-in” would be in the case of an empty Atlas point data, or “recorded sites” with 
no or virtually no information associated with them in Atlas and unavailable at the Texas 
Archaeological Laboratory (TARL) (i.e., no data available results, no site types, or no period 
associations) and an absence of findings at the point vicinity during field investigation.  

 

NRCS’ conceptual base for a site definition derive from an archaeological site having to provide 
enough material to glean information about "past activities or accomplishments of a people" 
(according to NRCS definition in NRCS HB 190-601.60 H and GM 420-401.2 [7]), whether 
prehistoric or historic in nature. Because of the need for consistency and potential investigations 
are occur on State lands, we have informed our definition, in part, from the Antiquities Code and 
its associated Administrative Code regarding site types enumerated in their definitions (in 
accordance with Texas Administrative Code Title 13 Part 2 Ch. 26 Subchapter A Rule 26.3 (5) 
and Subchapter C Rule 26 (10-11). This influence of State definition and concepts is considered 
in so far as it does not exceed applicable Federal legislative and policy, unless NRCS (or its 
authorized contracted archaeologist) is working under a permit on State land. For example, the 
default NRCS Texas conception of the criteria of “significance” follows NHPA’s understanding 
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of the term, but may incorporate Texas’ definition of the criteria of significance only in contexts 
necessitated by Texas SHPO permitted investigations on State land (Texas Administrative Code 
Title 13 Part 2 Ch. 26 Subchapter C Rule 26 (10-11) in accordance with Section XI of the PPA. 
Likewise, the research put into crafting a site definition here also considered definitions and 
conceptual frameworks of other Western U.S. States’ SHPO offices and other local Federal 
Agency entities’ site definitions. Therefore, we have devised the following definition categories: 
a prehistoric/protohistoric site (a qualifying density and assemblage of objects/features dating 
before known permanent European or Euro-American settlement its county); a historic site (a 
qualifying density and assemblage of objects/features dating after known permanent European or 
Euro-American settlement in its county); a non-site isolate find (something clearly not qualifying 
as an archaeological site); and a site isolate (an object that while either minimal in number or 
singular yet worth being counted as a site in its own right). See Table 1 for these definitions. The 
minimum sized buffer of a site will be 50 feet around the extent of its qualifying material(s), but 
this should incorporate natural site boundaries in terms of limitations and known special use 
activity areas (e.g., taskscapes) as allowed within the Area of Potential (APE) or permitted area 
of investigation. This may be increased by the judgement of the investigating archaeologist 
and/or consulting partners. 

Going back to our conceptual basis of an archaeological site in NRCS HB 190-601.60 H and GM 
420-401.2 [7], non-site isolates are essentially isolated finds which do not convey meaningful 
information about the human past, such as a lost object; significantly disarticulated or out-of-
context object; a minimal activity locus; physical landscape evidence of previous conservation 
treatments; active infrastructure; or formerly technically historic but destroyed materials 
experiencing clean-up during or post-disaster or superfund site designation. Non-site isolates will 
be mentioned in terms of general vicinity and may be noted in narrative and/or a site plan map of 
a site form, in situations when a site is being recorded and submitted with permission from the 
landowner, for contextual purposes like land use or convey a range of impacting activities, but 
otherwise ignored.  

Temporally-speaking, Federal (NHPA) undertakings generally considers things that are more 
than 50 year old as potentially being a historic property and defaults to this definition on private 
lands. If something is quite exceptional but younger than 50 years old, it could still be a possible 
historic property but not something “archaeological” as discussed in this Appendix, unless it is 
on State lands and its fits some pre-requisite of temporal site definition under an Antiquities 
permit and according to this Appendix. Due to compliance with Section XI of the PPA, on Texas 
State lands standing-structures or human-built environments that are 45 years or older. On Texas 
State lands, archaeological sites that are as old as or older than 1955 could qualify for a site, but 
this is already something that would make it fall under Federal consideration anyways. In cases 
of objects/artifacts and features between 1880-1955, a contracted archaeologist or NRCS cultural 
resource specialist (CRS) may consider applying the “Revised 19th Century to 20th Century 
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Sites Guidance” in their consideration of it as an archaeological site in context of a find on State 
land.   

Quantitatively and spatially-speaking, a site can be considered a site by NRCS Texas if it meets 
one of the site density requirements of a prehistoric/protohistoric or historic site or meets the list 
of "site isolates." In situations necessitating vertical site definition and site delineation involving 
shovel test probes, NRCS Texas (and authorized contracted archaeologists) will carry out site 
delineation standards on State lands contexts when a condition of an Antiquities permit, but 
otherwise on private lands NRCS Texas will consider the reasonable use of the Council of Texas 
Archeologists’ guidance on site delineation and intervening Texas Historical Commission 
guidance about site delineation. Site density conditions used in our site definition is derived from 
these THC and CTA 30 meter spatial boundaries, which are based on two cumulative negative 
STPs’ distance needed to delineate a site. Sites defined this way and occur within 60 meters of 
each other might be grouped together if similar in age, function, and type. The quantitative 
aspect of site definition, or of non-sites, and conception of the nature of non-site isolates are 
conservatively influenced by considerations of both: our Agency’s conservation ethic and our 
Agency’s shared interest with the State of Texas in the public interest in the preservation of 
archaeological resources with data potential and safety, while not posing an undue impediment to 
the lifeways of Texans as permitted under applicable law.  
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Table 1. NRCS Texas Archaeological Site Definitions Summary. 
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